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Casco Bay W .... kly

A $20

NO DEAD FLOWERS

MILLION PLACEBO?

Spoonful of sugar asked for sickly hospitals
Maine hospitals that have
fallen through the cracks might
be getting a safety net from
Maine taxpayers. For the state's
hospitals most sorely affected
by Medicare and Medicaid
shortfalls a legislative Blue
Ribbon Commission on Health
Care Expenditures report is
requesting a $20 million injection from the general fund.
The spoonful of sugar is that
hospitals and insurance companies might then be able to
afford to relax their grip on
health care consumers. The
bitter pill, spotted by the Consumers For Affordable Health
Care, is that the 14,000 Mainers

with no health insurance and
those getting treatment outside
the hospital will get nothing for
their $20 million.
The CFAHC is calling for
another $20 million to spread
around outside the hospitals.
The group would like to see
some cash spent on preventive
and home health services,
health coverage for low-income
and disabled people, AIDS-related services, and workersafety improvements.
"The commission has left too
many areas untouched," said
Joseph Ditre of CFAHC at a
press conference last Wednesday. Hoisting a white card-

board cut-out, he said, "This is
a wake-up pill that we present
to the commission symbolically."
The report supports the regulation of inpatient services. But
although it recognizes outpatientservicesasa rapidly growing area of health care, it proposes no regulations for those
services.
Said Wayne Brooks, member
of the American Association of
Retired Persons, ''This is not a
poor people's problem or a
retired persons problem or a
working people's problem. It's
everybody's problem who is
unfortunate enough to fall into

the hands of hospitals or doctors."
Don McDowell, executive
vice president of Maine Medi- .
cal Center said, "People are'
reacting to overexpectations."
He added that the commission
was not formed to "solve the
health care issues of the State of
Maine."
"','x' """''"' 'x"""""" """","
The CFAHC is encouraging
people of all sorts to bring their
own diagnoses of the
commission's report to a public hearing on Sept. 6 from 3 to
9 p.m. at Payson Smith Hall at
the University of Southern
Maine in Portland.
-Hannah Holmes
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Over 200 species to choose from
All ready to be personalized
From $25-65
Mylar and latex balloons,bag and
gift card included FREE!
• Free delivery from Portsmouth
to Augusta daily
• VISA/Mastercard, personal check accepted
NEW LOCATION OPENING SOON AT 619 FOREST AVE.
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ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS

"BOUGHT"
AND SOLD
PRINTS, MAPS,
AUTOCRAPHS
available in ash and cherry

starting in ash at $549

APPRAISALS
SEARCH SERVICE
OVER 40,000 BOOKS
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241 CONGRESS STREET
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Ooops ...

273 congress st. portland, me 04101
(207) 772-5357

773-4200

News of
the Weird
+A $16 million F-16 fighter ......
plane was destroyed after it hit
a pair of wild pigs on a runway
at Jacksonville (Fla.) international Airport. The pilot ejected
safely.
+According to the Nigerian ....
News Agency, it took a 10-man
military firing squad 40 shots
to execute five prisoners convicted of armed robbery last
winter in Akure. With the first _
10 shots, they managed to. ~
wound three of the· five but _~
missed the other two and had
to reload three times before all
five were dead.
+Alberto Miera, a county
judge near Minneapolis who
describes himself as bisexual
fasted for 40 days during April --"'
and May to "prove my credibility" in denying charges that he
had made sexual advances
toward a male court reporter.
+ According to an article in
Hastings Law Journal, police in
America's 16 largest cities
spend an average of $2,000 per
prostitution arrest.

hours
9-5

In last week's cover story
("The Pink-Collar Ghetto"), a
quote from Ed Mulkern, Casco
Northern Bank's personnel
vice-president, was reported
incorrectly. Referring to his
bank's record for promoting
secretaries to management jo bs,
Mulkern was quoted as saying,
"1 can't think of three or four
right off the bat," The quote
should have read, "1 can think
of three or four right off the
bat." Obviously, there's a big
difference between the two.
Mulkern also pointed out that
Casco Northern's main criteria
for promotion is performance,
not merely time on the job.
"And we have promoted quite
a few (secretaries into manage·
ment)," he said. "The qualities
we look for in a secretary organizational skills, followthrough ability, and communication - we consider transferable skills."

WORRY?

Rebel lives
on for Long
Island run

BEARS LAST FOREVER
Why send that special someone something that lasts only a few days?
Instead, send a personalized stuffed animal from MENAGERIE EXPRESS.

Us

The Ballpark: an expensive place to sit and watch the grass grow.

Box

SEATS GOING CHEAP

Old Orchard thumbs out concerts
One strike and Don Law is
out. The concert promoter's
team was chucked out of the
Old Orchard Ballpark last
Wednesday by a three-to-two
vote of the town council. Their
decision followed complaints
from safety officials and citizens about traffic and public
peeing at a Def Leppard concert of July 29.
A pitch was made by Law
and a ttorney Roger Katz to keep
two weekend shows, Aerosmith and Sting, on schedule,
but their request for an injunction was denied by Superior
Court Justice William S. Broderick on the basis that no "enforceable agreement with the
town" exists.
Law and Katz managed to
get three of the four acts on
base a t the Cum berla nd Coun ty
Civic CenLer. Aerosmith and
Sting performed there this past
weekend, and Lynard Skynard
will appear there on the second, rather than the third, of
September. Steve Winwood,
scheduled for Aug. 25,
cancelled.
"We're going to suffer substantial losses because of the
actions of the town," said Katz.

When Lynard Skynard has
closed the concert series, he
said, he and Law will consider
the "options" for making up
the loss.
Old Orchard Town Attorney
Chris Vaniotis had warned that
the townmightface a courtchallenge even though no written
contract existed between Law
and Old Orchard. But Councilperson Helen Harvey said,
"We're acting in the best interest of the safety of the people of
the town."
Police Chief Wallace Welliver
III acknowledged that jammed
traffic at Def Leppard posed
safety problems, and that the
council's vote may have
brought temporary relief to Old
Orchard. But he added, "What
the town's feeling is going to be
when the time comes for taxes,
that's a different story."
The town would have profited about $100,000 from the
four shows, and a mortgage
payment on the ballfield is
corning due. The park fell back
into the mitts of the town in
July when Stadium Partners, a
potential buyer, "left under the
cover of darkness," according
to Town Manager Jerome

Plante.
The town has been trying to
unload the Ballpark for a year.
With the Phillies making their
final stand there September 1,
and rock concerts falling foul of
the town council's desires, the
park looks like an expensive
place to sit and watch the grass
grow.
Plante said the council has
discussed licensing concerts on
an individual basis. He suggested Neil Diamond might
score with the council, and
Loverboy might not. He insists
there are potential buyers for
the park.
Katz, confessing surprise at
the sudden shut-out of the series, has a batting tip for any
buyer.
"1 would suggest that they
consider the volatility of the
political climate in that town,"
he said.
Lynard Skynard tickets can
be refunded at the Civic Center
or the place of purchase, excepting the Ballpark, until 6
p.m. Sept. 2: Steve Winwood
tickets can be refunded only at
the place of purchase.
-Hannah Holmes

The summer pork barrel report
The Maine Congressional
Delegation continues to bring
horne the bacon. According to
the June pork barrel bulletin,
Maine's senators and representatives claim credit for $61 million worth of grants, awards,
and contracts that the state
received.
Where do your federal taxes
go? To rodents. The Department of Energy awarded
$632,000 to Jackson Laboratory
of Bar Harbor to build a better

mouse mutagen testing system.
The lab also got $167,786 for the
regulation of the mammalian
oocyte - a female germ cell.
While tourists mob the Old
Port, Portland gets $1,787,000
for economic development.
The U.S. Navy awarded
$6,916,520 to Saco Defense Inc.
to build 607mode1MK-19 Mod
340 mm machine guns - O.K?
The U.S. infonnation agency
awarded $59,916,961 to Marconi Electronics and Cincinnati

ElectronicsCorporation, whicll
will be supplied, in part, by
Dielectric Communication of
Raymond and Howell Laboratories of Bridgton for the Voice
of America Modernization
Program. Don't let those Soviet
Bloc nations hear an aging
Uncle Sam. If the communists
have to listen to President Reagan, let's make sure that the
reception is as clear over there
as it is over here.
-Bill Savadove

Once again the feisty Rebel
has refused to leave Casco Bay
in peace.
The aging Rebel was to be
replaced earlier this summer
by the spanking-new Machigonne II .. But the dock at Peaks
Island wasn't strong enough to
support a landing by the heavier new ship, so the little Rebel
remained in service through the
summer while the dock on
Peaks was beefed up.
With those repairs complete
and the $1 million Machigonne
II making regular runs to Peaks
last week, everything seemed
on an even keel until. ..
Oh! Yeah! The Rebel goes to
Long Island too! And that dock,
like the one on Peaks, is too
small for the new ship. Gee,
guys ...
Although federal funding
received for the new carrier and
improvements to the Peaks Island landing requires tha t Rebel
be sold, the board of the Casco
Bay Island Transit District met
last week and decided not to
decide anything yet about what
to do with the ship known locally as "the world's smallest
aircraft carrier."
CBITD general manager Pat
Chris tian said that there is there
some flexibility in the sale deadline and the Rebel will run to
Long Island until October. The
demand for transporting vehicles~downafter that, hesaid.
For the short-term, they can
sub-contract with other landing crafts that carry vehicles or
look for another dock on the
island. Christian hopes that
long-term plans will include rebuilding the state wharf in the
early 1990s.
Although only a bout 200 cars
go to and from Long Island
during the year (as opposed to
12,000 to Peaks), they are
needed because, as one bystander put it, "Long Island is
pretty long."
- Monte Paulsen
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Casco Bay Weekly is a paper for
people liVing in or concerneej about
the cities and towns of the Portland
area , It is published by Mogul Media.
Inc. from posh corporate headquarters
at 187 Clark Street. Portland 04 t02
Send us your event listings. your
angry letters and especially your
advertisements I We need to receIVe
all that kind of stuff by the end of the
Thursday prior to the issue in which
you it want to appear.

775·6601
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C.sco Bay Weekly

The Prophet Zinunennan
How BOB DYLAN'S "THE WICKED MESSENGER" PRESAGED
GEORGE BUSH'S PRESIDENTlAL CAMPAIGN,
As George Bush found himself on the defensive again after
selecting Sen. Dan Quayle as his running mate, Casco Bay
Weekly received this interesting submission. P,W., who can be
as mysterious as Dylan himself, is a Portland resident who
admits to singing Dylan songs in the shower.

by Robert St. John

A

F

orget Nostradamus. Bob Dylan was the prophet of the '60s.
Oh, I know he's gotten so stale hecould hardly attract anyone
to Old Orchard Beach this summer, but back in '68 young
Bobby was smokin'. His blending of personal and political images
with rock music paved the way for a steady succession of folkrockers, including the Byrds, the Stones, the Kinks, and Springsteen.
A number of Dylan's early songs have been seen as prophetic of

CONVERSATION WITH

Jeff Bucci

Inwear
introduces the
fine art of looking
fashionable while
feeling comfortable
... casual ctothing with
more than classic
styling as well as the
classics in feminine
shapes with extra
attention to detail.
A variety of styles
in mix and match
color combinations
and patterns ... ali
available now for fall.

The Wicked Messenger
There was a wicked messenger
Bush has the uncanny ability of
From Eli he did come,
exaggerating every. situa~ion h~'s
Bush, of course, if a Yale man.
"Old Eli" is the college' s nickname. - - - - - - - - W i t h a mind that mu1i~ti~p~li~·~e~d~---------------- in. He compared hIS mtervlewwlth
Dan Rather to "combat."
The smallest matter.
Bush often makes odd, jerky hand
When questioned who had sent for him,
gestures in public appearances. - -- - - -- - He answered with his thumb,
How true. Disclissing a meeting
For his tongue it could not speak, but only flatter. _ _ _ between Reagan and Soviet foreign minister Gromyko,Bush
The US Senate, over which Bush
termed the Gippers performance"
presides, and in whichhecasta tie-- - - - - - -- He stayed behind the assembly hall,
excellent, right on top of things. I
breaking vote to resume producIt was there he made his bed,
wish everyone could have seen that
lion of nerve gas.
Oftentimes he could be seen returning.
one." Sure, George.
Until one day he just appeared
With a note in his hand which read,
Iran-contra began to unravel in the
Bush's feet have been put to the _____________"The soles of my feet, I swear they're burning."
fall of 1986.
fire over Iran-contra and the CIA

Only at

Packing a cac in the Old
Port is brutal, but Jeff Bucci
makes it look easy.
Jeff works at the Portland
Regency as a valet and
bellman. He attends to tourists who have come to Portland and taken a room at
the refurbished armory.
In a few weeks, Jeff will
return to Cape Elizabeth
High School, where he is a
senIor, but he will stay on
part-time at the Regency.

Ace some people fanatics
about their cars?

Oh th I
b
t f llin' _ _
, e eaves egan 0 a
Including fonner White House
And the seas began to part,
~ stafferS,ex-CIA pilots, Senate inAnd the people that confronted him were many.
vestigatorsandTedKoppel(whom
And he was told but these few words,
Bush kept calling "Dan").
Which opened up his heart,
"Ifye cannot bring good news, then don't bring any."- _ _ _ _ The moral here seems clear: Bush
has to come clean on Iran-contra,
or his campaign will be in "deep
© 1968 by Dwarf Music
doo-doo."

backing ofNoriega. So far, he has
offered at least four different versions of his role in the scandals, all
conflicting with official documents.

41 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101

CBW/Lisa PiZlO

Jeff Bucd behind the wheel.

772-4439

Where do you pack the
cars?

Yeah. We get people in
In a lot down by Jordan's
Ferraris and Rolls Royces, and Meats.
they like to keep them in the
circle in front of the inn.
Did you ever dent a car
Sometimes they ask us to sit
while you were packing it?
out all night and watch it, but
we don't do that.
No.
What's it like driving other
people's cars?

changin' times: "Like a Rolling Stone" forecast a generation of
middle-class kids hitting the road; "Masters of War" blasted the
military-industrial complex, the root of the Pentagon procurement
scandals.
But few have realized that in 1968 with the song "The Wicked
Messenger," which appears on the "John Wesley Harding" album,
the first LP released after his motorcycle accident, Bob Dylan foretold many of the circumstances surrounding George Bush's 1988
presidential campaign. Did the knock on his head reveal to Bob the
details of a political race still 20 years in the future? Who can say.
All we can do is study the song's lyrics. You be the judge.
Next time, I'll demonstrate tne connections between "Lay Lady
Lay" and Gary Hart. Or isitJimmy Swaggert? Princess Di? I'm still
working on that one ..

Do you have to be nIce to

people?

It's fun because you don't
No, I don't have to. But, it's
really worry about the cars. I
good to be nice to people.
what do you do?
don't. It's fun to test them out.
Why?
I park cars and I bring bags What's your favorite kind of
up to the rooms.
car?
Things work out easier if
you're nicer to them. If you're
Do you park a lot of fancy
Ferrari, a Boxer Berlinetta.
not nice to them, things don't
cars?
work out as well.
Where ace most of these
Just about every type of
people from?
Has this job taught you
Jaguar, BMWs, Porsches, and
anything?
we get a couple Ferraris and
Mostly Massachusetts.
Rolls Royces in the summer.
Yeah. I noticed that, like, I
Did you ever get any good
think I'm more polite with
tips?
other people, not just when
I'm working here, but when
Yeah, I think I got $30 once. I'm not working here.
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The

by
Deborah
McDermott

Seven Portland residents
were arrested in June trying to prevent the
demolition of a 19th century ltalianate mansion on Park
Street. The "Portland Seven," as they have come to be
called, have since spearheaded a loose-knit grassroots preservation movement reminiscent of the early days of Greater
Portland Landmarks. But can preservationists be
effective in an era when natural economic pressures
and a federal tax code offer greater rewards for the
destruction than for the preservation
of older buildiI?gs?

of the

Portland Pollce carry protester David Turner away from

... and other tales about taxes and ) the deaths of Portland's historic buildings.
T

wo BUILDINGS IN Portland of historic significance were

crumbled by the bulldozer in June. The fate of a third is
t~gled in. litigati~n ..Still another, long-disused factory
located Just outSIde the dIStnct the federal govenunent considers
historic, is coming down in slow bits and pieces.
All owners have said it was not economically feasible for the
buildings to remain. Some owners claim structural damage
caused by a century of neglect contributed to their decision.
Some ci.tizens have begin to scream in protest. City government, whIch turned down a historic district ordinance a decade
ago ~nd has. done nothing about one since, is beginning to
conSIder the ISsue anew. That causes other citizens to howl that
their rights as property owners are being chipped away. And the
quarter-century-old preservationist group, Greater Portland
Landmarks, is now engaged in a high-wire act, carefully trying
~~......_....,.._ _ _ _t_o_b_a_la,...nce all residents' dissent, its hard-fought voice at city hall,
and the interests of its ever
increasing corporate sponsors.
But there is at least one thing
on which everyone, regardless
of their perspective, agrees:
Portland is headed into battle.

''I

t all comes down to
money, to what makes
economic sense," said
Landmarks executive director
Deborah Andrews about
Portland's buildings. "While
there has been a revolution in
the ethics of this community, it
would be naive to say that will
continue to happen if it's not
POrtlan~~d';"Lan-~d-m-3-r"ks-D-ir.lleL:ctl1o-r-D-ebo-rah--An-d~r':;;ews:""'...J financially attractive."
.
What made economic sense
fo: ~he past decade and resulted in saving and restoring $88
rrullion worth of Portland's old and historic buildings was a
federally subsidized rehabilitation tax credit program.
Created in 1976 and strengthened in 1982, the program was the
federal govenunent's contribution toward staving off wholesale
demolitions of downtown and preserving some of the country's
historiC older buildings. People who invested in buildings located in certified national historic districts could take a 25
percent tax credit on rehabilitation costs. Those with buildings
not in a district but over 30 years old qualified for a tax credit of
up to 20 percent.

There were provisions:
• Only buildings to be used for commercial, retail, industrial
or rental housing qualified. Private homes do not.
• The cost of rehabilitation must exceed the purchase price of
the building.
• Restoration must be done in accordance with numerous and
very strict rules set down by U.S. Secretary of the Interior, or tax
credit is not given.
For a long time, the program contributed toward Portland's
historic revitalization. A list compiled by Greater Portland
Landmarks of buildings restored between 1978 and 1988 using
preservation tax credits attests to that fact. Included is a huge
chunk of the Old Port - most of the buildings on Commercial and
Exchange ~treets owe their continued lives to the program, as do
ones on VIrtually every other street in that area - much of
Longfellow Square, quite a few West End houses, and a fair
amount of Congress Street.
Many investors' decision to participate in the program was far
more pragmatic than romantic, said Andrews of Landmarks.
"I~ made ~ood business sense to invest in older buildings"
dunng the fIrst ten years of the program, she said. "A lot of
people weren't necessarily motivated by love."
But the Landmarks list is also a harbinger of things to come. In
1978, ~ight buildings ~ntered the program. The number jumped
to 18 In 1983, and 19 In 1985. But in 1987, only three buildings
were restored using tax credits. Two so far this year have
qualified.
. One of the !easons for the decline is simply that the preservahon tax credIt does not make economic sense any longer.
When the program was fonned, buildings could be bought
cheaply enough that is was worth it for investors to pour an
equal amount of money into restoring them. As anyone even
:emotely familiar with Portland's real estate market knows, that
IS no longer the case.
. But another, major reason lies in changes made to the program
In the 1986 Tax Refonn Act, that massive overhaul of the nation's
tax structure. Initially, the preservation tax credit was going to
repealed altogether, along with other kinds of tax cI'edits.
"Most of Congress saw them as tax shelters for wealthy people.
And they did make rich people richer. But at the same time, our
historic buildings, our heritage was being preserved," said
Andrews.
In the end, the program survived, although in a weaker fonn.
Tax credits for historic buildings were reduced from 25 to 20
percent, and for the old, non-historic buildings from 20 to 10
percent.

But the credit reduction appears not to be the main reason
preservation has slowed so dramatically in Portland since 1986.
A new proviso was added, which began phasing out tax credits
from "passive income" as an investor's total income rose above
$200,000 and eliminated eligibility completely when total income topped $250,000. Passive income is income from real estate
investments.
According to infonnation compiled by the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission, until 1986, most of the rehabilitation
projects in the state were in Portland, developed by seasoned
professionals and involving budgets of between $500,000 to
$750,000. Since 1986, those applying for tax credits generally
lived outside of Portland, own and reside in the building, and
have budgets of between $20,000 and $100,000.
What might lie ahead for Portland's buildings? Joel Russ, a
commercial real estate broker and fonner director of Greater
Portland Landmarks, said he sees a scenario in which buildings
will be tom down and new, higher buildings with more square
footage will be erected in their place, thus making more economic sense. John Gendron, also a commercial broker and a
Landmarks board of trustees member, said he doesn't foresee
demolition and rebuilding necessarily. But he does think its
highly possible that developers will buy a building and add a
couple of stories to the top that will not necessarily be in architectural hannony with the rest of the building.
It is unclear whether such changes will ever come to pass, in
part because the city, lulled by a decade in which preservation
was the rule and not the exception, a decade in which the city's
historic identity was cemented, is now waking up to the fact that
nothing good lasts forever.
t is interesting to note the the halcyon days of Portland's
historic preservation happened in spite of city government.
While across the nation, many cities have passed historic
district ordinances that complement or expand upon the federally-sponsored National Register of Historic Places, Portland
has not.
An attempt was made at passing one in 1978, spearheaded by
Greater Portland Landmarks with the help of many other people,
including its fonner executive director and current city councilor Pamela Plumb.
. Plu.mb was Landmarks' first executive director, hired parttime In 1969 to head the four-year-old organization. Landmarks
in its early years was constituted largely of "blue haired ladies in
tennis shoes," older women who were considered "the bastions
of SOCiety," Plumb said. It was fonned in response to the demo-

I

Iition of buildings such as Union Station on St. John Street and
the old Portland Post Office.
The members, Plumb said, were viewed as little more than
thorns in the side of City Hall and developers, who were by then
gobbling up federal urban renewal money to tear down and
rebuild much of Portland in an attempt to transfonn a tired city
into a revitalized city.
Plumb says of that time that Landmarks was "in the trenches.
We were chasing after bulldozers. We had no way to know what
was going to happen next. Meanwhile, the government and the
developers were saying, 'get them off our back: "
The preparation for the 1978 attempt at a historic district
ordinance took four years, Plumb said. Landmarks director
Andrews, who was hired in 1984, said she has heard much about
that attempt. It was, she said, "a real bloodbath." A dozen or
more drafts were prepared by the Planning Board, which tried to
balance the often conflicting views of preservationists and prop- "IT MADE GOOD
erty owners. When it finally came before the city council, it was
defeated. And until very recently, the subject of a historic district BUSINESS SENSE
ordinance has not surfaced again.
Plumb, who was elected to the city council in 1979 in part on a TO INVEST IN
preservationist platform, said that the past decade "the votes,
frankly, just weren't there" on the council to pass an ordinance. OLDER
The public wasn't clamoring for one, either, Plumb said. The city
was being restored on its own, much of it with the private sector BUILDINGS ...
money, and an ordinance wasn't foremost on most people's
LOT OF PEOPLE
minds.
Meanwhile, Landmarks was going through a metamorphosis
of its own. Under the directorship of Joel Russ, who came to WEREN'T
Landmarks in 1976 from the city planning department and
.remained until 1980, Landmarks backed away from its feisty NECESSARILY
beginnings and started mainstreaming into establishment PortMOTIVATED BY
""nd.
iJuring the early- to mid-1970s, Russ said, the ci ty "had made
a decision whether to remain tired and old or compete, particu- LOVE. "
larly with mall. There was a conflict between preservation and
new construction, and the business community agreed with the - DEB ANDREWS
city that new construction was the way to go. Landmarks was
taking the position counter both of them, and bad feelings developed.
•
Russ said that when he became director, Landmarks was in a
financial and managerial slump. He was committed to providing strong leadership and boosting revenues - and the logical
place to look for money was the business community.
"There were always about 25 businesses who supported us in
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All weather wicker •
Indoor/outdoor use •
Versatilestyle •
Plush comfort •
Available in12 decorator colors •
Extensive product line •

• Maintenance free
• Aluminum frame
• No peeling, cracking or burrs
• Weather-resistant cushions available
• 5-year limited warranty
• Made in the U.S.A.

Grand Trunk Station, One India Street.

This wicker will
be on display at
our Gorham store

Lake Region
Casual Furniture

Lake Region Furniture

Casual Furniture that lasts...for years

Maine's Exclusive Lloyd/Flanders Dealer

725 Roosevelt Trail (Rt.302), No. Windham, ME 04062
(207) 892-8363
Tues &Thurs 9-7; Wed &Fri 9-5; Sat 9-4
Write or caH for free brochure

Route 25 (Box 54), Gorham, ME 04038
(207) 856-6711
Open Daily Mon.-Sat., Thurs. &Fri.'tiI8
OPEN YEAR ROUND

TV listings for Wednesday, August 24, 1988
MORNING
7 AM

mil TODAY -

9 AM

mCAPTAIN
KANGAROO -Children; 60 min.
Mr. Moose doesn1 trust Bunny now that

GumbeVPauley; 2 hI'S.
Scheduled: A look at what happens to men
when they tum 30 - rapid hair loss,
cholesterol problems, trouble remerriJering dates, and being on time. Also, Willard
gives tips on toupee care.

he's thirty and bombs him wijh ping-pong
balls. Also, Michael Jackson vists and sings
"Mr. Greenjeans' Not My Farmer". (repeat)
11 AM

mMOVIE (CCl -Comedy/Drcma; 2hl'S
~

"Summer of' 88" (Made for TV; 1988)
The simple story of a man reaching his
thirtieth birthday and the crazy hijili<s he
gets into once he realizes being thirty is
just a state of mind. Tragedy strikes.
however when he forgets to call his wife
and let her know that he'll be late for dinner.
Aryjy Cope, Pee-Wee Hennan.

close
up

2 PM

3:30

mil PHIL

DONAHUE 60 min.
SchedJled topic: How to deal wijh people
who pull practical jokes; (repeat)

mil

MOVIE (BW}-Science Fiction; 90 mlnM
"The OK.Jest Man On Earth" (1958) The tale
of a man sent into the strange, future WOI1d
of 1988. Once there, he finds ~irnself in a
plaoe where everyone stays young and
never gets tired. But there's a catch - no
one's allowed to live past age thirty.
The Ancient One: Andy Cope.

mANDY
PAND"
min.

.,IENDS - cartoon; 30

THIRTYSOMETHING (CC)
WED. 8 PM

Em

A NEW MEMBER JOINS THE RANKS
Michael and Eliot oontemplate the addition of a new
partner to the agency when old B.C. oollege buddy, AOOy
Cope shows up on their doorstep.
Having just turned thirty, Andy is in a state of
turrroil about his own ad agency and the parallels people
make between him and his more notable oollege pal.
Michael ( Ken Olin) tries to let Andy see that Iffe at his and
Eliots agency is nothing more than a vehicle for them to
throw crumpled bans of paper at each other and to talk
about their messed up horne Iffes.
Meanwhile, Hope and Nancy are involved wtth
deali~ wtth the high oost of daycare when their babysttter cancels, because she's havi~ trouble wijh the pistons on her Jaguar and can1 make it unless they loan her

AFTERNOON
1 PM

9

4 PM

mClaire
FACTS OF UFE - Comedy; 60 min.
and Jo daydream about what Iffe will
be like for each of them when they're thirty,
after they both fall for the same,older man.
OK.Jer Man: Andy Cope.

6PM

EVENING

mTHE COPE CLAN • Comedy; 60 mln_
Kelly and Carly get ready for the new school
year and plan how to tell Dad (Aryjy Cope)
iJst how much their new sneakers will oost.
Mean while, Undsay wins a beautfful baby
oontest. Jud;}e: Jon Farley

5 PM

the $5000 for repairs. So what happens? After seeing
how Michael, Eliot, Hope and Nancy can1 handle Iffe's
si01Jle, everyday problem's, Aryjy decides to go back
to Portland and do qualijy advertising and marketing at
his own agency, Design Marketi~, and to the joys of
living in South Freeport wtth his lovely wffe and four
daughters. After an, thirtysomething is iJst a state of
mind, not a real plaoe.(60 min.)

mEm m NEWS

7 PM

8 PM

9 PM

mil

mil

mil

CHEERS (CCr Comedy

Diane is obsessed wtth provi~ to Sam that
when she tumed thirty, Iffe didn1 start to go
down hiD; Sam reponds by trading Diane for
two fifteen year olds.
THIRTYSOMETHING (CC) - Comedyl
Drama; 60 min.
Yet another one joins the rarks of the thirty
year old crowd. For details, see close-up
above.
30/30 (CC) - News; 2 hI'S.
Humor and Old Age; also, business partners,
what to do to keep them happy and sane.

good times and bad. But I wanted to increase that number to 100.
I went around and spoke to these people one one one. I told them
why preservation was economically feasible. I also said we were
not going to stand in the way of new construction," Russ said.
Russ damned near reached his goal. Today, over 90 corporate
membe:~ belong to Landmarks, including many of Portland's
most VISIble developers, brokers and investment companies.
Each pays dues ranging from $100 to $1,000 a year. Among
Landmark's members are The Liberty Group, Northland Investment Corporation, RAM Management Co., and Gendron Commercial Brokers.
A relationship had been forged between Landmarks and the
business community.

"W

e ~ere all asleep," said Portland state rep. James V.
Oliver. "We had these historic districts and these
plaques all around. The perception was that we' re
ahead of it, we're protected. But we just woke up on day and
found out that's not true."
That one day was June 20, when seven of more than 50 people
were ~r;ested on criminal tre~p~ss charges for protesting the
demolitIOn of a Park Street building, which was coming down
e~en as they climbed into the paddywagon. Seven days later, the
hIstoric Storer House on the campus of Waynflete School came
down. Barely two weeks after that, the owner of the Fore Street
building announced plans to demolish it.
All. three buildings were considered of historic significance to
the CI!y of Portl~nd, a~d therefore owners were subject to comply WIth a 1983 CIty ordmance. The law stated that such buildings
could not be tom down until 45 days after a demolition permit
was sought so that opposing viewpoints could be voiced. There
was no mechanism in the law, however, to stop the demolitions.
Both the Storer House and 76-78 State Street were in approved
national historic districts. The Fore Street building is eligible for
inclusion.
Not so the SeaItest Building on Commercial Street. The mas~ive old factory on the fringes of the Old Port just missed being
mcluded in the historic district and therefore was not protected
by the 1983 ordinance. In such cases, a permit can be taken out
one day and demolition started the next.
All of this tearing down has a bunch of citizens riled up.
According to Oliver, executive director of the Portland West
Neighborhood Planning Council and one of the seven arrested
in the State Street protest, a "loose knit" group of residents have
been meeting regularly since the end of June "to formulate some
overall policies" regarding preservation. Asked how many, he
could not give a specific number, but said, "people are coming
out of the woodwork."
':We'r~ using our energy to coalesce neighborhood groups,"
Said DaVId Turner, another arrestee and a founder of the Parkside
Neighborhood Association.
. Th~ group, which is on the verge of becoming formally organIzed, IS expected to develop an agenda that will include monitoring city board meetings dealing with preservation issues and,
ultimately, formulating a model historic district ordinance.
"All we're doing now is reacting to each new thrust by developers. There has to be a better way than that," said Oliver.
These people are not blue-haired ladies in tennis shoes, but
their actions bear a striking resemblance to those women who
formed Landmarks 25 years ago. But, says Andrews, Landmarks
has learned a lesson or two over the years.
"There's great effectiveness in people willing to be carted off in
Faddywagons. It gets a lot of media attention. But you can't just
go chasing after bulldozers," she said. "We're a fixture now at
city hall, and our reasonableness has given us credibility. They
know we're not hand wringers."
In fact, those protesters interviewed see Landmarks as helping
and not hindering them.
"A month ago. I would ha ve said they're an organization that's

-not willing to take risks," said ali ver. "But they're taking a much
greater leadership role on this issue than I would have thought."
"I don't see Portland Landmarks as the enemy. But a lot of
times you need another voice. I think they will complement us,"
said Oliver.
"They need more help, grassroots people like us," said Edward Murphy of Tate Street, another arrestee. "We'll work
together to make the change."
This new wave of grassroots preservationists is not afraid to
hold the specter of city-wide
referendum on a historic district ordinance over the heads
of city hall if it doesn't work
fast enough. All say it's a
weapon they expect they won't
have to use, however, because
city officials appear to be listening.
The city council has ordered
the planning board to come up
with a historic district ordinance, and Plumb said she
expects the board will report to
the council with a draft next
spring.
Plumb said she expects that
the ordinance will create
Portlan~' s own historic district, Portland City Councilwoman Pamela Plumb stands in the empty
expanding upon the federal Park Street lot where an Itallanate mansion stood in June
historic district, which, for
~xa~ple, doe~ ~ot include Munjoy Hill. It would also target "WHAT WE
mdlvldual bUildmgs not now in the federal Register of Historic
Places.
In a~dition, the ordi~~nc~ would set up measures governing LEARNED WAS
alterations and rehabIlitations, new construction in historic
THAT CHASING
districts, and demolition, Plumb said.
In the meantime, the council last month passed an interim
den:oli~ion ord~nance ~ponsored by Plumb that will stay in place BULLDO ZERS
~ntll a final ordinance IS passed. The temporary law, which went DOESN'T WORK."
mto effect August 19, governs buildings in the federal district or
Register. The 4?-.day waiti~g pe.riod will be extended to 90 days,
- PAM PLUMB
and all demohtlOn permIts WIll have to be reviewed by the
Zoning Board of Appeals. Owners are now under the gun to
prove their buildings are structurally unsound and that the condition was not caused by the current or former owner's neglect.
The Boston-based owners of the Tracy-Causer building at 507
ForeSt. have already filed a suit in Cumberland County Superior
Court to challenge the new law. Fineberg & Co. filed for a
demolition permit prior to the new law's passing, but since the
law took effect before their 45-day waiting period ended the new
rules have been applied to the 1866 building they claim is not
structurall~ sound .enough to refurbish. If the Zoning Board of
App~als re)e.cts theIr position that the building is not worthy of
repaIr, they Intend to proceed with their suit.
As attorneys for both sides gear up for what could become a
constitutional challenge, local skirmishes over a historic district
ordinance will occur within the chambers of the planning board
throughout the long winter months. And skirmishes there will
be, say those willing to give a prediction.
"This is going to be one of the most controversial things to hit
Portland," said David Turner. "I can see it now. Property owners Park Street, June 1988.
will be screaming. We' ll be in there fighting. I bet you will even
have an aluminum siding salesman complaining that it is going
to ruin business . .. I'm looking forward to it."
Deborah McDermott, who lived in Portland during the last Era of Destruction, is leaving town next week. She and her husband are headed down east, to
a place she calls '~he land of $40,000 houses," where she will be an editor at The
Ellsworth American - a paper owned by the well-preserved Russell Wiggins.
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Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 US Route 1
Scarborough, ME

SPECIALS

04074

o BIG WINNERS
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883-9562

FREE SLICE OF STUFFED BREAD WITH LUNCH OR DINNER
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FISHERMAN'S PLATTER
eHaddock • shrimp • clams
served with french fries and cole slaw

$4.95

LOBSTER ROLL
served with chips and pickle
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YOUR CHOICE

....e
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Woodman Block
Because this 1867 "Second Empire"
building was among the first rebuilt
after the Great Fire, it greatly influenced the architectural atmosphere of
Portland's reconstruction. Together
with the adjacent Thompson lliock
(also designed by architect George M .
Harding) and the Rackleff and Storer
Brothers' Blocks, the Woodman building represents the most architecturally
ambitIOus and well-preserved historic
commercial streetscape in the city. It
was restored in 1984-RS under the Investment Tax Credit program.

fI)
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CD
CD

11am to 10pm

BOILED LOBSTER DINNER
served with lemon and drawn butter,
potato or pasta and salad

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
Served with potato or pasta and salad

•

YOUR CHOICE

$9.95
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Old Post Office
Also built shortly after the fire, this
white marble building stood out dramatically from the predominantly
brick structures surrounding it at 171
Middle Street. An early focaf point for
preservationists, the Old Post Office
was demolished by the General Services Administration in 1965 - leaving
the asphalt parking lot which remains
on the site across ExchangeStrcct from
Tommy's Park.

()
THE NATIONAL REGISTER
OF HISTORIC PLACES

D

THE PLAINS GALLERY
28 EXCHANGE STREET
207-774-7500
Artists' represented work in a variety of media
and offering alternative views of artistic expression
derived from the raw innocence of thew earth.
The works deal with legend and cultural background
or simply blend the erements of form and color as
eloquent statements of past and present.

E'I GERALDINE WOLF
g ANTIQUE & ESTATE JEWELRY

26 MILK STREET
207-774-8994
You are invited to view our extensive collection
of fine antique and estate jewelry, plus a handpicked
selection of contemporary jewelry and antiques .
Look for the peach awning.

EJ

THE STEIN GALLERY
CONTEMPORARY GLASS
20 MILK STREET
207-772-9072
The largest glass gallery in the northeast, features
the works of thirty of the country's best known
young and emerging galss artists, and includes
functional, scuptural and decorative pieces,
showcasing a variety of techniques, shapes and styles.

WELLIN GARDINER FINE ARTS
4112 MILK STREET
207-774-1944
Showing 18th and 19th century decorative prints,
with an emphasis on arch itectural, botanical
and sporting subjects.

CANDICE THORNTON INTERIORS
2 MILK STREET
207-761-2711
Distinctive interior design and fine
accessories for the home.

n
U

Eight districts of Portland - as well
as numerous individual buildings _
are part of the National Register of
Historic Places. Administerea by the
National Park Service under the U.S,
Department of the Interior, the Register was formed by an act of Congress
in 1%6 to preserve the country's historic buildings, sites and objects.
Five of these districts are on the
peninsula - and are indicated by the
shaded areas of the map at right. Fort
McKinley on Great Diamond Island,
the cam pus of Westbrook College, the
Stroud water area and 57 individual
buildings not within these districts are
also part of the Register,
To become included in the Register,
a building or district must be nominated to the Park Service. Although
anyone can submit a building for consideration, mostnominatjonsarechanneled through the Maine Historic Preservation Commission. A survey must
be conducted to identify the date of
construction (generally only bUildings
years or older qualify) and theoriginat owner or builder. The historic
character of the neighborhood is also
taken into consideration.
Inclusion in the National Register,
however, does not ensure a bUilding's
survival: both the Storer House and
76-78 Park Street were in national historic districts. The Fore Street building
is eligible for inclusion. _
Wfiat the Register does provide - in
addition to the recognition of owning
a certified piece of lilstory - is protection from any construction project
funded or licensed by the federal government. Any such project must undergo extensIve reVIew before it can
proceed.
Additionally, although there is no
direct con nection between the Register and the Investment Tax Credit
program, inclusion on the Park Servlcehst ha s helped to preservelessarchitecturally significant buildings. The
modest Gouay Block (4 Milk Street)
would have bccn an easy target for
demolition had it not qualified for the
25% ITC because ofits Inclusion in the
Register.
The city council is currently discussing the adoption of stricter local preservation legislation. Any such 10cal
ordinance would not necessarily apply the same inclusion criteria as tlie
National Register, and could be capable of ac tually forbidding demolition by a private landowner in some
instances.

HOBE SOUND GALLERIES NORTH
1 MILK STREET
207-773-2755
Portland's leading presenter of
contemporary art.

I'!'I THE CONSERVATORY
. . . 5 MILK STREET
207-744-3832
This delightful store offers a blend of
the whimsical, practical, and soflslicated , for the ardent gardener or
anyone who enjoys lovely things.

Grand Trunk Station
Though not as well known as Union
Station, the Grand Trunk Railroad
Station, built at the foot of India Street
in 1903, was notable for its imposing
scale and architectural distinction. It
was demolished in 1966.

DHANGING ON

DBIG LOSER '61

Union Station
Built in 1888, Union Station served
as a terminus for train service throughout the northeast. Demolished August
31,1961, the station has come to be the
most well-known preservation flashpoint. Its notoriety is due at least in
part to this dramatic photograph by
Don Johnson - an image wnich has
become a local icon for tlie stupidity of
demolishing an irreplaceable building
only to replace it WIth a vapid cinderbrick mall of approximatery the same
size.

so

MILK STREET ANTIQUES
8 MILK STREET
207-773-8288
Fine country and formal furniture, paintin\js, oriental
rugs, textiles, and accessories. Open SIX days a
10am-6pm
or
by
appointment.
week
Always buying and selling.

D BIG LOSER '66

ftS

ftS

PORTLAND'S UNDISCOVERED SHOPPING DISTRICT

Shaare" Tphiloh S"nagogue
Fewerrenovation projects have been
undertaken since the tax law itself was
rehabilitated in 1986 with the intent of
minimizing loopholes such as the Investment Tax Credit. Only two projects currently have ITC applications
pending: the Bragdon-littlefIeld buildmg on llxchange Street and Shaarey
Tprnloh Synagogue at 145 Newbury
Street, The synagogue, pictured here
and also known as Newbury Street
Guild, was the center of Portland's
Jewish community when it was built
in 1904.

DSIG LOSER '65·~

fI)

All major credit cards accepted

DON THE DOLE

7/

CD

11am to 4pm

August 25, 1988

Tracy and Causer hastily rebuilt the
building to house theIr grocery and
provisions business in less than two
months following the 1866 fire. Because it was rebuilt to the style and
standards of its Irish neighborhood
known then as Gorham's Corner, it is
one of Portland's few remaining examples of early 19th century colJ1merciar architecture.
The fate of 507 Fore Street may be
determined in an upcoming session of
Portland's Zoning l30ard of Appeals.
Should the board disallow its demolition, its Boston-based owners, Fineberg
& Co., have filed suit in Cumberland
County Superior Court challenging its
inclusion in an eleventh-hour preservation act passed recentlybycitycouncil.

D RECENT LOSSES

(. . TIPSHEET
Street map from Greater Portland
Council of Governments, with overlays drawn from source material provided by Greater Portland Landmarks.
..
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For further information about the
location and historic significance of
other Portland buildings contact
Greater Portland Landmarks at 7745561. Landmarks provides inex?;nsive walking tours and historic gUIdes
forthe MunJoy Hill, Old Port, Western
Promenade, State and Congress Street
areas.

Park Street
This year has already brought the
demolition of an ltalianatemansion on
Park Street and the Storer House on
the campus of Waynflete School. Although these losses are not on thegrand
scale as those of the post office and
train stations, they have sim ilarly
sparked a resurgence of concern for
preservation. The "Portland 7" - a loose
group of individuals committed to
saving future buildings - met in the
back of a paddywagon after being
arrested at the Park Street demolition .

the Air Force who worked
on the SOl project and is
SDl's most outspoken critic.
A delegate from the Soviet
War Veterans Committee,
Do you have Friday on
your mind? This Friday's
Dr. Robert Ivanov will
speak on the international
been on my mind for a
couple of weeks now. It's
efforts of veterans groups
not that there isn't anything working for peace and the
happening tonight. final speaker will be Col.
There is. It is John Barr, Veterans for
just that there's Peace National Vice Presinothing happening which dent,. who will disc~ss the
hasn't been lauded in AbolIsh War campaIgn.
these pages previously. Ticket~ for the evening will
There are bands playing be avaIlable at the <:l0or for
in the clubs, summer
$5. The speakers WIll start
theater is wrapping it ~round 8. pm. For more
up for the season
mformatlOn, call 797-2770.
·th th . 1 t f
f
If you are an old Roomful
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movIe houses. 0 course,
.m town tomg
· ht WI·th h·IS
h
d 0 f new band The Broadcastyou h a~e teen
summerhme blue~ as ers. Good dancing blues at
we do, you may Just Raoul's at 865 Forest
wan~ to stay in
Avenue.
tomght and plan
A Scanner Darkly - an
your Labor Day obscure name for this artsy
weekend bash. band from Boston - plays
their European style mood
music at the Tree Cafe. We
hear they're hot. Portland's
own Holy Bones will open.

The Portland Ballet performs tonight at the
Camden Opera House.
Among the pieces to be
performed are Peter & the
Wolf, Peasant Pas from
Giselle and two new works.
The first new work "Degas," inspired by Degas'
paintings of dancers, is by
resident choreographer
Roxanne McHugh and is
set to the music of Adolphe
Adam. The other work to
premier is choreographed
by Andrew DiGambattista
and set to the music of
Ravel. Show time is 7 pm.
Tickets are $8 and are
available at the door.
Portland has been visited
by several zydeco bands of
late, but tonight one of the
best zydeco musicians is
playing at Zootz. If you like
what you've been hearing
of zydeco, don't miss
Terrance Simien. Showtime
is 9 pm. Tickets are $8.
(You'll find Zootz at 31
Forest Avenue in Portland.)

concerts at City Hall sponsored by the Friends of the
Kotzschmar Organ and one
refreshing evening of
choral music brought to us
by the Alliance Francaise?
(CBW has noticed.) Did
you know that the Portland
Ballet stages their shows in
Camden, because there is
no stage for them in Portland? (The CBW bicycle
won't go that far.) Why is
the most inspiring artwork
in the city is seen on the
walls at local restaurants
when there are countless
art galleries in town? If
you're reading these pages,
you must have some opinion to share on the matter
Deer Hunting season
of art and culture in this
begins on October 31; start fair city. Arts & Culture is
getting ready for it now.
the subject this evening at
the Downtown
The State of Maine Certified Hunter Safety Course Forum at the
will teach you all you need Public Library,
to know - arms and arch- 4-6 pm. Let the
ery, survival and first aid, powers that be
game care and wildlife
know what
identification - to take the you think.
State of Maine Hunter
Packets for
Safety Examination. The
discussion are
course begins tonight and available at
continues on Wednesday City Hall at
evenings, 7-9:30 pm,
the Planning
through September 21. The Office.
classes will be given at the
1.1. Bean Casco Street Conference Cen ter in Freeport.
All classes must be attended to be eligible to take
the exam. To register call 1-

early haunting imagery of
his "Noirs" to the vibrant
still lives of his later years.
The exhibit has been organized by the Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C.
and it includes 29 oils and
watercolors, seven pastels,
and 34 drawings. Museum
hours are Tuesday through
Saturday, 10 am-5 pm,
Thursday evenings,S pm-9
pm (free!) and Sundays, 12
-5pm.

Refunds for the cancelled
Steve Winwood concert ar
il
e
ava able at the ticket outlet
where the tickets Were
purchased, except The
B~llpark (If you purchased
tIckets for Winwood at th
B 11
e
a park, you must get your :,
refund at the Civic Center.) ..'
Lynyrd Skynyrd has been
'
rescheduled for September 2
at the Civic Center. Refunds

Okay, we jumped the gun
yesterday. There is local art
in the art galleries. Portland
artist Jack Welch will exhibit his sculptures and
assemblages at the Dean
Velentgas Gallery, 60
Hampshire, Portland. The
opening reception is tonight at 5 pm. Gallery
hours are Thursday, 5-9
pm and SaturdaySunday, 1-5 pm.
The students are returnfor this concert are' '.
ing to area colleges and
available at the outlets Where "
need some comic relief.
the til;:kets where purchased
The improvisational
comedy team Abrams
Or at the Civic Center.: '.
and Anderson wel-

comes the students back to Brunswick. They perform tonight in
Kresge Auditorium at Bowdoin.
Showtime is 9 pm. Free.

Maria Muldaur was once dragged
of a stage in Provincetown, Massachusetts by her mother, who didn't
approve of her daughter performing in a night club while she was
still under age. Maria is grown up
now and there is no chance that
Mom will drag her off the stage
tonight at Cape Neddick Park.
Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are $14
in advance and are available at
It:>r,(\rrl Exchange in Portland.

Long ago, before "R"
ratings and before married
couples on the silver screen
were required to sleep in
separate beds, sex was
Motown fans take note.
neither taboo nor a re.. .~ :z':
"Aretha Franklin: Queen of qui red element in any films
. /q!A ,.,.<.:.' "-"""y:'
Soul" airs today at 1 pm on for adults. The woman who ~:':' .
public television. The
shocked. Hollywood into
documentary follows her
Production Code censor". .... .
.
:~>~~:::..
career from her early days
ship can be seen on the
as a gospel singer through
silver screen tonight at The . . '
her rise to the top of the
Movies on Exchange Street. .': .d
r&b charts. Before you head Mae West stars in " S h e "
out today, make sure that
Done Him Wrong," the
VCR is programmed. We
story of a singer in the
all know what late night
Bowery during the Gay 90s
television is like on Sunwho takes neither men nor
days.
sex too seriously. West is
Members of the press
our kind of gal.
(that's us guys) have been
800-341-4341 x 7800. Class
invited to compete in the
size is limited. Free. (15
"Media Motorsports Chalspaces left as of 8.16)
lenge" - a timed autoslalorn organized by the
Cumberland Auto Club.
Come see crazed journalists, reporters and publishers compete at 10 am at the
An exhibit of paintings by
Odilon Redon (1840-1916),
Old Orchard Beach High
School. Others are welcome the French Symbolist
Art and culture, is there
Painter opens today at the
to compete. Helmets and
enough?
Is it accessible?
Portland Museum of Art.
seat belts are required.
Are we bored yet? Do you
The exhibit includes paintAdmission is $8. For more
know
that the only classical
ings from all phases of the
information, call 364-4894.
music
in Portland this
artist's career, from the
summer were the organ

.iTp

Terrance
Simien and
The Mallet
Playboys
plays Zootz
on August 28

and test him out. The Tree
is located at 45 Danforth
Street in Portland.
Sleepy LaBeef may not
In Gorham, there is a
look so great on video, but musical show for the entire
the man knows how to play family on Phinney Bandmore than 2,000 songs. His stand at the Municipal
rockabilly sounds are in the Center. The Moonbeams
air tonight at the Tree Cafe sing a variety of songs a
and Sleepy will, as he is
cappella. Showtime is 7 pm
wont to do, play well into
and the concert is free.
the early morning hours. If
you think you know a song
he might not, come down

The Abolish War campaign is bringing together
war veterans from all over
tonight at Woodford's
Congregational Church in
Portland. The Veterans for
Peace have invited three
speakers for their Annual
Convention. The first
speaker is Dr. Robert Bowman, a retired L1. Col. in

Friday 26th

Best in
Custom Audio
Classic Cars and Boats
631 Bridgton Road
US Route 302
Westbrook, Maine

797-5720

ZOO T Z
FIRST ANNIVERSARY BASH
NO COVER, Come help us celebrate!!

Sunday 28th
ZYDECO from Louisiana
as seen in "The Big Easy"

Terrance Simien and
The Mallet Playboys
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offering
an eclectic
II\IT I I selection
of literature
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RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
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10 EXCHANGE ST.. 773·1310
HOURS: MON·SAT 10-9, SUN 12-6

thursday - saturday
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through labor day
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St. Portland

775-1384

August 25, UI88

Amarcord Federico Fellini's history of
Italy with lots of color, humor and sex.
At The Movies' Aug 31-Sap 2 at 7; Sap
3 at 1. 7.
Bambi ,is back for the summer with
some of Disney's best animation (G) At
the Maine Mall Cinemas. 1 pm only
Betrayed (R) Deborah Winger's new
film opens at the Nickelodeon: 1:10,
3.45, 7, 9.30.

Clean and Sober Michael Keaton
plays an alcoholic-addict who stays off
the stuff for 30 days. The film has Its
moments of realism , but these bits
don't compensate for its rather limited
view of staying clean. The movie would
be better if it didn't take itself so seri ously (R). At the Nickelodeon: I, 9 '20.
Cocktail Tom Cruise stars in this movie
with a plot reminiscent of "The Color of
Money" An older. experienced bartender shows Cruise the tricks of the
trade and Cruise makes his way to the
top pouring drinks Yet the ineVitable
happens and CrUise falls In love and
once again he disappoints his mentor
(R). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1,3,5,
7.15,9 .20.

Thur~ 8,25

by Michael Hughes

Sleepy LaBeef .
rockabilly legend

865 Forest Ave on Portland's "Miracle Mile"

Fli 8,26

Thursday, Aug.27
9pm

S,WAM,M,P' Band

k,

Saturda AUj,27
9pm, tic ets 5

Sat, 8,27

AScanner Darkly

RONNIE EARL
AND THE BROADCASTERS

·from Bostoo
Big A 12-year old wishes he were bIg
and his dream comes true. Tom Hanks
plays a boy set loose in a man's body,
who takes the corporate toy world by
storm. Tom Hanks acts the part perfectly. Also starring Elizabeth Perkins
and Robert Loggia If you haven't been
out to see thiS one yet for whatever elitist reason, check it out; iI's bound to
be leaving town soon. • recommends. (PG). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1,3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9 40.

Coming to America Eddie Murphy
plays a rich prince from a mythical
kingdom who comes to Queens in
search of a bride. Also starring Arsenio
Hall (R) . At the Maine Mall Cinemas:
2'30,4 .50,7:10,9:20.

European tradition, artsy
also The Holy Bones

featuring JERRY PORTNOY

Sun, 8,28

FI~ng Eye. Premier Party
Tues,8,JO

•••

want your listing to al'pear.

Portland's
top Blues band
THE UPSETTERS

Gigolo AntS·all ages show 7:JO

What's Where

Wed,8.Jl

Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
n4-1022
A Fish Called Wanda
12'45, 3, 5:10,7:25, 9'40
Cocktail
1,3,5,7:15,9:20
Die Hard
1 15,4,7:10,9.45
Coming to America
2.30,4.50,7:10,9:30
Who Framed Roger Rabbit
1245,2:55,5,7.10,9.20
Big
1,3:10,5:20,7:30,9:40
Bambi
1 pm only
Stealing Home
1,3:10,5:15,7:25,9:35

Nickelodeon

Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751
Nightmare on Elm Sireet IV
1,3,7:40, 950
Young Guns
1:20, 3:30, 7.20, 9:40
Tucker
1:30, 3 40, 7, 9:10
Clean and Sober
1,9:20
Married to the Mob
330,7.30, 9:30
Betrayed
1:10, 3:45, 7, 9:30
Hollo Trot
1:40,3'20,7:10

The Movies
10 Exd1ange, Portland
772-9600
Peeping Tom
Aug 24-26 at 7, 9; Aug 27 at 1,3, 7, 9
Monkey Business
Aug 28 at I, 7; Aug 29-30 at 7
She Done Him Wrong
Aug 28 at 2:30, 8:30; Aug 29·30 at 8.30
Never Give a Sucker an Even Break
Aug 28 at 3.45, 9:45; Aug 29·30 al 9'45
Amarcord
Aug 31-Sep2 at 7; Sep 3 at 1, 7
Smiles of a Summer Night
Aug 31-Sep 2 at 9:30; Sep 3 at 315,9:30

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
(Mol'les are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead to oonfirm bmes)
Young Cuns
7.15,9.15 also at 1'15, 3:15 on Sa·Su
Mac and Me
7.15,9.15 also at 1.15, 3.15 on Sa·Su
Nightmare on Elm Street IV
7'15, 9.15 also at 1:15, 3:15 on Sa·Su
Married to The Mob
7, 9 also at I, 3 on Sa·Su
The Big Blue
7, 9 also at I , 3 on Sa·Su

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486
Midnight Run
7,9:20

•••

Lyres
Die Hard Bruce Willis plays an Off-dUty
cop who finds himself In a building that
has been captured by terrorists . Set In
L.A., the particular building which is
taken over IS owned by a Japanese
corporation and the terrorists are German. It seems we still haven't recovered from WWII paranoia (R). At the
Maine Mall Cinemas : 1:15, 4, 7: 10 ,
9'45.
A Fish Called Wanda This IS a
funny movie and if you can't laugh at II
there is something wrong With you.
Even this frazzled staff got a kick out
of it (One friend of CBW took our recommendation, saw the mOVIe, didn't
like It and is still struggling to figure
what may have gone wrong In her
psycho-sexual
development)
Fantastic performances by Jamie Lee
Curtis and John Cleese . And Kevin
Kline plays a man so stupid and sick,
that he comes off as brilliant The plot:
four Jewel thieves steal some diamonds
but nobody in the team has any
intention of sharing the spoiJs with the
others . • recommends .. (R) At the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 12:45, 3, 5'10,
725,9'40.
Hot to Trot ¥ikesl It's Mr. Ed - The
Movie. John Candy does the vOIce of
the talking horse. The "human" element
is played by Bob "Bobcat" GoJdwalth . If
you like your humor loud, you might like
this one (PG). At the Nickelodeon:
1:40,3:20,7:10.
Mac and Me E.T. rip-off With an appearance by Ronald MacDonald (PG).
At Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15 with weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15.
Married to the Mob Michelle Pfeiffer, Matlhew Modine and Dean Stockwell star in Jonathan Demme's
("Swimming to Cambodia" "Something
Wild") latest film . • recommends .
Michelle Pfeiffer plays a small-time
mobster's Wife, who wants a divorce
and finds herself a widow instead
Thinking she is now free of Mobland,
Pfeiffer discovers that Mr. Big oj the
Mob, played by Dean Stockwell , won't
let her break her ties with the mob so
easily, because he wants to get in her
pants . Pfeiffer escapes to the Lower
East Side pursued by a determined
FBI. cop (Matthew Modlne), who ends
up falling for Pfeiffer. What's great
about the movie IS not the plot. What is
good is the atmosphere - cheap. The
film has received mixed reviews :
people either love It or hate It. Stanley

45 Danforth Street, Portland

Ronnie Earl-formerly with Roomful of Blues
Jerry Portnoy-formerly with Muddy Water's band
also, Portland's own Per Hansen on drums

EXCLUSIVE MAINE APPEARANCE

August 26-27th
Forefather's Tavern
Kennebunkport

,

TAJ
MAHAL

.:

September 2-3
The Tree Cafe
Portiand,Maine
September 4
The Tree Cafe
Special 8:00 show

You mind
very much
if they smoke.

It's a matter

of life

and breath:
Splice contnbu ted by the pubhshln as a publk servk:e

Friday, September 2
9pm, tickets $8
Bluegrass Guitar Great and
Rounder Recording Artist

TONY RICE

UPCOMING SHOWS:
SEPT 18: LONG JOHN BALDRY
SEPT 19: MAMMA TONGUE

Entertainment Hotline 775.2494
FOR TICKET INFO CALL 773-6886 OR STOP BY
RAOUL'S OR CUMBERLAND ELECTRONICS

"SENSATIONAL" GOSPEL:

The source of soul
Gospel music is the voice of
the black church raised in the
most powerful song this country has ever heard. The voices
of America's gospel singers are
easily the most spectacular
outside of opera, but most opera
singers would never dare to
take the phenomenal vocal risks
that are the staple of gospel
groups.
Of the thousands of renowned, well-known and unknown Singers who have raised
their voices in praise over the
past fifty years, the Sensational
Nightingales are one of the bestloved and most widely respected groups performing the
traditional gospel music that is
one part praise, one part ruthless performanceskills, one part
musical genius, and one part
pure emotional pandemonium.
TheSensational Nightingales
make their first-ever Maine
appearance on Saturday, August 27, at the Portland Performing Arts Center. One of
the groups most responsible for
the development of gospel
music in the second half of this
century, the Nightingales remain at the foundation of
American gospel music after
forty-three years together.
Gospel music, with its ecstatic
possession of the spirit, has its
deep roots in African religious
practices brought to this country during the slave trade. From
Sam Cooke and Aretha Franklin to Little Richard, Marvin
Gaye and Mahalia Jackson, the
black church has given us some
of our best soul, rhythm & blues
and pop singers.
It is conventional wisdom to
acknowledge that many of the
great white rockers - including
Elvis and the Rolling Stones built their names and fortunes
on music stolen from black
sources, While abundantly
documented and sadly true,
little has been written about the
fact that many ofthe great black
popular artists borrowed
shamelessly from their counter-

parts who disdained the popular marketplace and remained
true to the music of the black
church,
Singers like James Brown and
Wilson Pickett owe their substance and style to the Reverend Julius Cheeks, the screaming, sweating vocalist who
propelled the Sensational
Nightingales to fame in the mid1950s. "When I see them," he
once told Tony Heilbut, author
of The Gospel Sound, "I say, Hey
hey, my man, you owe me some
money from that last hit you
made mocking me!"
Self-described as a man "just
ate up with soul," Cheeks was
the quintessential hard gospel
shouter and a man who claims
to have been "the first to cut the
fool.. . do what the people
wanted." Cheeks was also the
man who expanded the traditional guitar accompaniment of
gospel groups to include piano, and was throughout his
long career a vocal opponent of
segregation. Born in Spartanburg, South Carolina, in
1929, Cheeks grew up listening
to groups like the Dixie Hummingbirds, Archie Brownlee's
Blind Boys, and the Soul Stirrers, with whom both he and
his good friend Sam Cooke
would later sing.
One night in 1946 Cheeks'
group, the Baronets, did a show
with the newly-formed Nightingales, The next day Barney
Parks, manager of the Nightingales, invited Cheeks to join his
group, and the rest is gospel
history. The Gales had a string
of hits on Don Robey's Peacock
label in the fifties, including the

beautiful and powerful "Burying Ground" and "Standing at
the Judgement," both now classics of the gospel repertoire,
Cheeks left the Nightingales
in 1960 for a period of semiretirement, and leadership of
the group was taken over by
guitarist Brother Joseph "Jo Jo"
Wallace, and ordained minister who, in the early days, favored a pompadour roughly
the height of the World Trade
Center, With his hip-hop stage
antics, Brother Wallace recalled,
"I was Chuck Berry and Little
Rkhardand Jo Jo Wallace rolled
up in one,"
The Nightingales - Wallace,
Brother Willie G. Woodruff,
Horace Thompson and Calvert
McNair - continue to mine the
traditional gospel that brought
them to prominence, Wallace's
high, slippery tenor has replaced Cheeks' torn, raspy
shout, but the work remains
the same, From Brother
Wallace's perspective, it's still
God's work.
"The reason people respond
to gospel music," he said, "is
that the salvation of] esus Christ
is so powerful in the music,
When any son of man sits in
front of a group of singers who
are sincere, they get a feeling
from it. Even those who don't
speak English would say something is going on,
''We're not a show but a service," he continued_ "If you're
ministering with your songs,
the reason the people listen is
because they know it's real. But
you don't hear much of that on
the radio. So God took us away
and put us in a different media;
wedomostlychurch work. We
seek eternal life, not Grammy
awards,"
Michael Hughe.isafreelancewr~er
living in Portland, He also
plays in Rock and a Hard
Place, a group of white boys
who borrow music shamelessly from anyone and
everyone.

fights, if you like that kind of stuff (R).
At the Nickelodeon: 1:20, 3:30, 7:20,
9:30 and at Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15
with weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15.

Kaufman of The New Republic panned
it. Terrence Rafferty, Pauline Kael 's
underling at the New Yorker, loved it. If
Demme had been outside the Nick last
Saturday night, CBW editor Monte
Paulsen would have accused him of
selling out: I loved it. See it for yourself
and decide. At the Nickelodeon: 3:30,
7:30,9:30.

reggae+
S.W.A.M.M,P, Aug 26 in the evening at
The Tree, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441 .
Reggae Dance Party every Sunday
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.

•

Terrance Simien Aug 28 at Zootz, 31
Forest, Portland. Showtime is 9 pm.
Tickets are $8 . 773-8187.

Aug. 26 &27
BLUES FLAMES

r+ckabilly
Sleepy La Beef Aug 25 The Tree, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774 -1441 .

Who Framed Roger Rabbit Bob
Hoskins plays the cheap detective
hired to help Roger Rabbit find out who
has really murdered the big man of
Toon Town. Paor Roger's been framed
(PG). At the Maine Mall Cinemas :
12:45,2:55,5,7 :10,9:20.

Midnight Run Robert DeNiro plays a
bounty hunter assigned to return an
embezzler, played by Charles Grodin,
to L.A. where he jumped bail. DeNiro's
performance is said to be one of his
best in years - not a mere cameo appearance (R) . At the Evening Star : 7,
9:20.

Oysters

Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland Thu , new
music. Fri-Sat, eclectic dance mix .
Sun, Request Night. Man, Blue Monday
- chem tree dancing to rap, funk. Wed,
chem fre e dancing to new wave .
773-8 187.
Exchanga Club , 29 Exchange, Portland. OJ and dancing Thursday through
Sunday. Now showing music videos.
773-0500.
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
Dance Party Mondays at 8 Pill . No
cover. 774-1441.

"TWO THUMBS UPI"

Tucker Francis Ford Coppola's new film
starring Jeff Bridges as Tucker, an entrepreneur who designs the 'Tucker
Torpedo: which is a car so ahead of its
time that the big wigs in Detroit aren't
too happy about it. Based on the true
story of the man who gave us disc
brakes, fuel injection and seat belts.
This is a movie about the American
Dream and you either have to still believe it or love cars to like this one
(PG). At the Nickelodeon: 1:30,3:40,7,
9:10.
Young Guns The boys in the Brat
Pack (Emilio Estevez, et al) make a
western about Billy the Kid. Lots of gun

+b I u e s
Blue Flame. Aug 26-27 N. H. blues
band at the Dry Dock, 84 Commercial,
Portland. 774-3550.
Ronnie Earl and The Broadca.t,
er. Aug 27 at Raoul's, 865 Forest,
Portland. 773-6886.
Blue. Jam every Monday night at
Raouls, 865 Forest, Portland .
773~6.

- Siskel & Ebert & The Movies

The

"****

"GREAT SONGS, GREAT
DANCING, GREAT FUN!"
- Joel SIegel, GoOd Morning America

A FINE
SPRITZ OF 60s
FUN!'

&pter

"HAIR-RAISING FUNI"

-Mike Clark, USA Today

- Janet Maslin, New Yor1< Times

"'HAlRSPRAY' IS

'~ AUDACIOUS

COMEDY!"

A TRIUMPH!"
- Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles Times

Entertainment every Thursday 5-7
on the deck

Dan Tonini

Julie Dougherty Duo Aug 25 at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501.
Moonbeam. Aug 25 at Phinney
Bandstand, Municipal Center, Gorham.
Showtime is 7 pm. Free. For more information, call 839-8144.
Tim Bi.hop Aug 25 at Freeport's
Horseteathers, Route 1. 865-4005.
Don Campbell Aug 25 at 5 pm at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501 .
Lazy Mercedes Aug 25 at Port Ren devous, 9 Dana, Portland. Music on the
patio if the weather permits. 772-0772.
Tom Pirozzoli Group Aug 26-27 at
Horseteathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501 .
Harvey Reid Aug 26-27 at Freeport's
Horseteathers, Route 1. 865-4005.
Anni Clark Aug 26-27 at Port Rendevous, 9 Dana, Por~and . Music on the
patio if the weather permits. 772-0772 .
Simon and Garfunkle'. Central
Park Concert Aug 27 at 8 pm and Aug
28 at 2 pm on public television.
Ric Roy Aug 30 at Horsefeathers, 193
Middle. Portland. 773-3501 .
Scott Folsom Aug 31, 5-7 pm at
Freeport's Horsefeathers, Rt 1. 8654005.
Don Campbell Aug 31 at Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
Scott Folsom Sep 1 at Port Rende- ,
vous, 9 Dana, Portland. 772-0772 .
Tom Dyhrberg Sep 2-3 at the Bamhouse Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham . 8922221 .

- David Edelstein, Rolling Stone

HAiRSPRAY
III-

Thurs. August 25 & September 1

folk+acoustic

Fri. August 26 & September 2

RaD1blin Dan Stevens

Get Back To Your Roots!

Best food on the Waterfront

\ f. II 1.1 \ E (. I :\ f. \1 \

Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

PORTLANDIS LARGEST SELECTION

NEW Patio Bar open Wed-Sun

"<VIDEOPORTV

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI

Free
Membership

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774·3550

Lower Lobby
151 Middle Sl.
Portland, Maine

UOL"Z...lJ~,,,0"
~tif....9td~
.....
I

Low
Rates
Open 7 days
773-1999

Alberta's- "reports" fh",t
M~nv

~o..y;

COrfDMers

"With reS"taurants hke
this, who wantr il>
o.Yliw~ere
THURSDAY 8/25

Eddie and The Erector Set

eat

ehe ? "

FI~id out why

today!

FRIDAY 8/26

Gandhi's Lunchbox
wi The Ultraviolets and The Hummingbirds

j+zz
Charlie Toor & the Bartlett Blue
Devil. Aug 28 at Horsefeathers, 193
Middle, Portland. 773-3501 .
Bellamy Jazz Sep 3 and 17 aboard the
Longfellow Cruise Lines. Departs from
Long Wharf. Portland at 7:30 pm . Tickets
$12.50.774-3578.

+gospel
The Sensational Nightingales
perform gospel music Aug 27 at Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. Showtime is 8 pm . Tickets
$10 . For more information, call
774-0465.

SATURDAY 8/27

Johnny and The Jumper Cables
The Legendary Kenne Highland
with The Wild Hearts
EVERY WEDNESDAY: SLAID & CLEAVES HOST OPEN MIKE NIGHT!

iEI:J itllW :(1 I al] ii it' :llll~f+iIIfJ
t;.
rr

Sq!!!:~in~s!!:gan~s
46 Market Street, Portland • 774-5246

r+b
Red Light Revue plays swing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Por~and. 773-6886. Aug 26-27
at Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland.
774-1093.
Up.etters Aug 26 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773~86.
T.H. and the Wreckage Aug 26-27
at Mr. Goodbar, 8 W Grand, Old Orehard Beach. 934-9285.

ONE WAS ONCE TOO MANY

dancing+

rock+roll

Spindrift Aug 24-25 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham. 892-2221 .
August Moon Aug 25 at Moose Alley,
46 Market Portland. 774-1093.
Steve Winwood Aug 25 at The Ball
Park, Old Orchard Beach . Showtime is
Monkey Buslnes. The Marx Brotn
7:30 pm. Tickets $17.50. For more iners classic which saved the life of
formation, call 775-3331.
Woody Allen's character in ' Hannah
Person 2 Person Aug 25 at The
and Her Sisters.' If you are a bit down
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach .
today, perlhaps this is what you need.
934-2209.
At The Movies: Aug 28 at " 7; Aug 29Eddie and the Erector Set Aug 25
30 at 7.
at Gena's, 13 Brown, Portland.
Never Give a Sucker an Even
761-2506.
Break W.C. Fields stars in this comWild Turkey every Thu at the Marble
edy classic. Come see a man dive out
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
of an airplane after a bottle of whiskey.
Force Aug 26 at the Marble Bar, 51
Can you imagine? At The Movies: Aug
York, Portland. 773-5516.
28 at 3:45, 9:45; Aug 29-30 at 9:45.
Ghandi's Lunchbox, t e Ultraviolets
Nightmare on Elm Street IV
and The Hummingbirds Aug 26 at
Freddy's a bad dream that won't go
Gena's , 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
away and those teenagers on Elm
Rick Pinette Aug 26-27 at The
Street still haven't ligured it out (R). At
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach .
the Nickelodeon : " 3, 7:40, 9:50 and at
934-2209.
Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15 with weekend
Rumors Aug 26-27 at LB's Pub, Rt
mats at 1 :15,3:15.
302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Peeping Tom Carl Boehm plays a
Kapterz Aug 26-27 at the Marble Bar, 51
psychopathic photographer in this
York, Portland. 773-5516.
classic thriller. This film is rarely shown
Johnny and the Jumper Cable. ,
on the big screen (and we haven't seen
the Legendary Kenne Highland with the
it in the video stores recently either)
Wild Hearts Aug 27 at Gena's, 13 Brown,
+recommends ... At The Movies: Aug
Portland. 761-2506 .
24-26 at 7, 9; Aug 27 at 1, 3, 7, 9.
Flying Eye Aug 28 at theTree Cafe, 45
She Done Him Wrong What can we
Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.
say? This movie has Mae West at her
Gigelo Ants All ages show on Aug 31 at
bawdiest. +recommends .. . At The
theTree Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portland.
Movies: Aug 28 at 2, 8:30; Aug 29-30 at
774-1441 .
8:30.
Real Band Aug 28-31 at Mr. Goodbar, 8
Smile. of a Summer Night Di W Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-9285 .
rected by Ingmar Bergman. Not one of
Tiffany Aug 31 at the Cumberland
Bergman's flicks + knows. At The
County Civic Center. Showtime is $15.50
Movies: Aug 31 -Sep 2 at 9:30; Sep 3 at
in advance, $16 .50 on the day of the
3:15,9:30.
show. General Admission . Tickets availStealing Home Since Bull Durham's
able at the Box Office, Ticketron and
Kevin Costner was such a hit with the
Teletron 1-800-382-8080.
ladies, you can bet he's in the running
Lyres Aug 31 +recommends ... TheTree
for People magazine's 'Sexiest Man of
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
the Year' award. How does Hollywood
Full Tilt Sep 1 at Mr. Goodbar, 8 W
respond to Bull Durham and its star's
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-9285.
success? With another baseball movie
CornerStone Sep 1-2 at the Brunswick,
of course. This one stars People magOld Orchard Beach. 934-2209 .
azine's past favorite Mark Harmon .
Big Daddy Sep 2-4 at Mr. Goodbar, 8 W
Leave it to Hollywood to cash in (PGGrand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-9285.
13). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1,3:10,
Ernie Osborne Sep 2-3 at Port Rende5: 15, 7:25, 9:35.
vous, 9 Dana, Portland. 772-0772 .
Mobb every Sun at the Marble Bar, 51
York, Portland. 773-5516.
Kopterz Sep 2-3 at the Dry Dock, 80
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Steve Howell and The Wolves
Sep 2-4 at the Marble Bar, 51 York ,
Portland. 773-5516.
Inspectors Sep 3-4 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209.

"

Restaurant and Tavern

+zydeco
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SPECIALTIES
West of Pecos Aug 28 at 4 pm and
Aug 29 at 8 pm . A production by the
Star of the Sea Theater of Tim Kelly'S
comedy-western at Greenwood Gardens, Peaks Island. Tickets are $3 for
adults, $1 for kids. For more information , call 766-2727.
Peter and the Wolf performed by the
Portland Ballet. Aug 28 at 7 pm at the
Camden Opera House. Also performed,
'Peasant Pas' from the ballet 'Giselle"
and 'Tarentella- from ' Napoli" and two
premier works. Showtime is 7 pm. Tickets $8 . For more information, call
772-9671.

Hot Thrkey Sandwich $ 5.50

Breakfast Daily

Fresh hot roasted turkey off the bird, served openface
on a slice of homemade bread and smothered in a hot
homemade gravy, seroed with a side of cranberry sauce
and a choice of salad.

Bar B Que Chicken

Egg and Cheese Croissant $1.99

$ 5.25

Our house blend of bar b que'd spices, smothered over
while and dark meat, seroed with a chOice of salad and
a side of homefries or rice.

Bagel and Cream Cheese 99c

A fresh batch of bread and rolls is baked every morning
a nd our soups and gravies arc prepared fresh daily as
weI!. We invite you to come in and enjoy.

Coffee and Muffin 99c

FOODS "TO GO OR NOT TO GO"
Entertainment Nightly- Check the the CBW listings.
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I am an addict when it comes
to oysters, Though that was not
always the case.
The first time 1 met an oyster
it was hate at first sight. I made
a face, turned green and the
offending bivalve was immediately removed from under
Il1Y nose. Not, let me make it
clear, to spare my sensitivities,
but rather, to save the still
slightly-pul5ating beasts from
possibly being polluted from
my queasy stomach.
The second time we were
introduced I was more polite,
My date, unaware of my disenchantment for them, offered to
share his order. I studied the
inert mound in its half shell for
a moment, thankfully felt none
of my initial repulSion, and
graciously refused his generosity.
The third time we met it was
in New Orleans at pOSSibly the
most venerable oyster bar on
the east coast. If not in the country.
I was with four fellow writers, each of us discovering
Mardi Gras for our respective
editors. We were on our way to
dinner when we stopped at
Felix's to whet our appetites.
They with oysters and I with a
Bloody Mary. I stood beside
them at the counter and
watched as they swallowed a
dozen each. They asked for a
second order.
I drank my Bloody Mary. I
played with the oyster crackers. My fellow scribes asked for
more oysters. I ordered another
drink and nibbled on my celery. I watched the shucker
banter with the other oyster
eaters - obviously locals and
regulars - while opening up
each bivalve purely by feel. I
killed time by looking at the
people who were willing to pay
extra for their oysters by being
waited on at tables.
Thefifteenminuteslexpected
to be in Felix's had now
stretched to thrice that. r was
bored. And I was also hungry.
Perhaps it was that. Or perhaps it was the second drink.
But I asked for an oyster. Just
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one. The shucker was pokerfaced. "On the house," he said,
He knew what he was doing,
One of my friends sloshed some
sauce onto the mollusk and I
forked it into my mouth, eyes
and nasal passage closed. I
swallowed. And I almost
fainted with delight.
"A dozen," I said, as if I had
been eating oysters all my life,
That was 15 years ago.
Today I manage two dozen at
a sitting. And if I have skipped
lunch, I'll throw in another
dozen. Perhaps two. Tops.
Oysters cease to be a delicacy
after fifty, I know. I once had
five dozen, And by the way,
that evening disproved the
supposition. Oysters are asaphrodisiacal as, well, cabbage!
Casanova who is supposed to
have eaten fifty a day obviously
reliedonsomethingelse,maybe
powdered rhinoceros horn
mixed with ginseng.
There are several schools of
thought on how to eat an oyster.
Some slightly timid souls will
onlyeatthemcookedinachowderordeepfried. (The best fried
oysters I've had recently was at
a marina's restaurant just north
of Portland. They were moist
and plump coated with just the
rightweightofbatter-not thick
and not heavy. Theproofofthe
coating was that the leftovers
still tasted good the next day.)
Although 1 will eat them
almost any way, I prefer them
raw and enhanced with a sparkling of lime juice or a cocktail
sauce, habits not necessarily
agreed upon worldwide.
r once shared an after-theater
snack of oysters in London's
West End with a sculptorfriend.
He picked up the mollusk they were small, almost like a
baby cherrystone- and slipped
it unadorned, into his mouth
where it slid down his gullet in
its own juice. When I coated
mine with doctored catsup, he
called me a barbarian. I didn't
care. For the hot and sweet yet
tart sauce, coupled with the
oyster's natural nectar was, is,
elysian.
Another time, in Lima, I was

surprised to be served oysters
the size of a Big Mac without
the buns. There were only two,
thank heavens, and I remember the need to cut them into
pieces. It didn't seem right.
Oysters should be eaten whole.
They weren't very good if
memory serves me right although I did bring home one of
the shells, which now sits on
my coffee table as a reminder of
what an oyster shOUldn't be.
Oysters should be plump and
sweet and preferably from the
Bay - Chesapeake, that is, - or
the Gulf. They should be
opened just before serving and
Portland should follow the tradition of offering a diner a
bakers' dozen, Without being
asked. Now that's culinary
class.
I have been asked why I chew
my oysters, since certain circles
deem the only way to eat an
oyster is to gulp it down. I chew
my oysters because I like the
taste and the feel of the salt and
the sea inmymouth when Ibite
down on a silky fleshy mollusk. Swallowing a mollusk is
like swallowing a raw egg.
Something slimy sliding its way
down your throat. You taste
nothing, And you feel nothing.
Stand me up against an oyster bar, give me one ' of those
teeny oyster forks but takeaway
those silly crackers; now set in
front of me some cocktail sauce,
let me add a healthy dose of
horseradish, freshly grated, if
you please, then allow me to
polka dot this whitish mound
with splashes of worcestershire
and tabasco and finally p<'ss
me a pitted lemon to spray over
it all while telling the oyster
shucker behind the counter to
keep those mollusks coming.
That, I swear, is to be in the
proverbial seventh heaven,
Now if only that old wives'
tale was true.
Althea Kaye lives in Toronto and
South Harpswell, too larfrom the Chesapeake Bay lor her tastes.
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.lane EYN Aug 25-26, 28. 31 and Sep 3
at 8 pm. A musical version of Bronte's
dassic love tale. Theater of Monmouth,
Rt132. Tickets $7.50-$12. For more information, call 933-9999
The Children'. Thealer of Maine,
an organization with a 65-year history
of entertaining Maine families with live
performances of fairy tales and fables,
is looking for volunteers to help wilh
some general office work. Some nighttime availability is required. For more
information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Two Centlemen of Verona Aug 27
and Sep 2 at8 pm , Aug 31 at 3 pm. The
Theater at Monmouth, Rt 132. Tickets
$7.50-$12. For more information , call
933-9999.
Richard II Aug 27 at 3 pm, Aug 30 and
Sep 1 at 8 pm. Theater at Monmouth, Rt
132. Tickets $7.50-$12. For more information , call 933-9999.
Portland Players are looking for volunteers to help type new subscriber
cards and update the old following a
telephone drive. People with typing and
filing ability and attention to detail are
needed. Evenings and weekends during Aug and Sep. For more information,
call the Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015.
How Uncivilized of You The Embassy Players' comedy about college
politics through Sep 3. At the Schoolhouse Theater, off Rt 114 in Standish.
Showtime is Wed-Sat at 8 pm . Tickets
are $10, $5 for children under 12. For
more information, call 642-3743 or
773-1648.
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Intown Portland Exchange
Noontime Performance
Series

Thursday, Aug 25
Bellamy Jazz, Monument Sq
Friday, Aug 26
Anni Clark, Tommy's Park
Monday, Aug 29
Los Latinos, Congress Sq
Tuesday, Aug 30
Billy Garrison, Wharf Street
Wednesday, Aug 31
Shoestring Theater, Tommy's Park
Thursday, Sep 1
Janet Grice, Maine Nat'l Plaza
Friday, Sep 2
Red Light Revue, Monument Sq

•••
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Bitter Sweet Love story set in Paris
at the turn of the century . A classic
musical from the 3Ds. Presented by the
Maine State Music Theater at Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College in Brunswick.
Continues through Aug 28. Showtime is
Tue-Sat at B pm; Wed, Fri and Sun at 2
pm. Tickets $10-$19. For more
information, call 725-8769.
Abram and Ander.on Improvisational comedy team Sep 2 at 9 pm at
Kresge AUditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free
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Wild blueberrle. Annual State of
Maine Blueberry festival through Aug
27 In Union - free pies to all festival goers on Aug 26 at noon.
Fanner.' Market. Wednesdays at
Federal & Pearl, Portland, and Saturdays at Deering Oaks. 7 am-l pm.
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Portland Mu.eum of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current exhibits : Paintings of Murray Hantman, a
contemporary painter whose largescale canvases meld hard-edged geometries with prismatic colors (through
Sep 18). The Hamilton Easter Field
Collection, which includes works by
Stuart Davis, Walter Kuhn, Peggy Bacon and Marsden Hartley (through Sep
18). Odilon Redon, French impressionist, symbolist (Aug 30-Oct 16). Photographer Andre Kertesz (1912-1985)
"Diary of Light." (Sep 2-0ct 30) .
775-6148.
Portland Public Library Monument
Sq. Aug 22-Sap 1. Prize-winning paintings from the 23rd Annual WCSH Side-

,.
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walk Arts Festival in the Level One Exhibition Area. 773-4761.
Ceorge MacLeam will display a selection of watercolors , acrylic and oil
paintings at the Thomas Memorial library, 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth (Through Sap 10.) 799-1720.
Callery 127 127 Middle Portland .
Group show - Charles E. Martin's original New Yorker magazine covers , watercolors by Graydon Mayer and new
egg tempera paintings by John
Delinger. Also : Diana Archadipone,
Lynne Drexler, Alex GnidzeiJko, Glenn
Graffelman , Eric Green, John Hultberg,
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis ,
Nick Snow, John Swan , Michael Waterman and Gina Werfel. (Aug 20-0ct
1.) 773-3317.
Maine Art: A New Perspective at
the Seamen's Club, One Exchange .
Portland Group show of local Maine
Artists. (Through Sap 20.) 772-7311 .
Photograph.
by
Charle.
Melcher at Raffle's Cafe Bookstore .
555 Congress, Portland. 761 -3930.
Hitchcock Art Dealers 602
Congress, Portland. Works by Katherine Bradford and Natasha Mayer.
(Through Sap 3.) 774-8919.
Strolling in Babylon Exhibition of recent egg tempera and gouache paintings, artists books, and mixed media
works by Abby Shahn . Opening reception on Wednesday, Oct 31 , 5·7 pm.
Exhibit continues through Oct 1. Hobe
Sound Galleries North, One Milk. Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat. 10:30 am- 5 pm.
773-2755.
Boston Artists Katy Helman and ,
John Tricomi show their new paintings
at the AREA Gallery at the Campus
Center at USM Portland. (Sep I-Oct 29)
Hours: Weekdays. 8 am-l0:30 pm, SatSun, 12-5:30 pm. 78-4090
Portland artlsl .lack Welch exhibits his sculptures and assemblages
at Dean Velentgas Galley, 60 Hamp·
shire, Portland, Opening reception on
Sap 2, 5-8 pm. (Through Oct 6.) Hours:
Thu, 5-9 pm ; Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm.
774-2042.

~~ PACKARD

A

442~455.

Nancy Margolis Callery 367 Fore.
Portland. Jewelry, glass, furniture, and
ceramics by several artists. Hours:
Mon-Sat.l0-9; Sun. 11-5. 775-3822.
Afternoon Callery 49 Dartmouth,
Portland. Works by artists represented
by the gallery, through Aug. Hours :
Wed-Fri, 1-5 pm. 871-9235.

healthful, nutritious,
alternative for
breakfast or lunch.
TAD·OUT AVAILABLE

416 FORE ST.
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Hewlett-Pack~rd Calculator Sale!
$ 42 Sale ($56l~st)

$ 59 Sale ($79 li~t)
$139 Sale ($175l~st)
$199 Sale ($249l~st)
$ 89 Sale ($110 hs~)
$ 49 NEW ($59.95 l~st)
~2S Scien~fic
$ 56 NEW ($69.95 hst)
.
32S Scientific
Hewlett-Packard, specially poced thru
Ch ck out the world's finest calculator~/:;free; Visa and Mastercard accepted.
e b 16 1988. Visit our store or ca
Septem er ,
th ME 04096
28 U.S. Route One, Yanno u ,
846.5143 800·322·5003
C

Mathematics
l~c Financial/Real Estate
41CV Scientific
41CX Scientific
7B Financial

Anne Weber Callery Bay Point
Road, Georgetown. Anne Arnold .
sculpture, Patricia Duncan, xerography
and Fumio Yoshimura, drawings and
sculpture. Exhibit runs through Sap 11.
Hours: Wed-Sun, 1-5 pm. 371-2476.
Maine Audubon Soclety,Gilsland
Farm, Rt 1 in Falmouth . Paintings of
animals and natural scenes by Ed Peter
Berube through Aug. His work has
shown in Chicago and New York.
Hours: Moo-Sat, 9-5. 781-2330.
Alberta'. 27 Forest, Portland. Teresa
Sullivan shows her paintings through I
Sap 9.
Eric Hopkins - Sculptures Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free, Portland. Exhibit continues through Aug 31. Also a
large selection of 19th and Early 20th
Century American Paintings and Drawings. Hours: Mon-Fri, 10-5; Sat. 12-4.
772-5011
Congress Square Callery 594
Congress, Portland. Oils by Sherry
Miller, Phillip Barter and Wendy Kindred, oil pastels & etchings by Keith
Rendall and acrylics by John Gallagher. Through Sep 3. Hours: MonSat, 10-6. 774-3369.
Sunvner .Iuried Show opens at the
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington in
Bath. All media except photography.
Exhibition runs through Sep 5.
Above and Below Ihe Sea Exhibit
of aquatic paintings and sculpture at
Hobe Sound Galleries North, One Milk
SI., Portland. Ten percent of the total
artwork sales will go to the Gull of
Maine Aquarium . Show continues
through Aug 27. Hours: Tue-Sat, 10:30
am-5 pm. 773-2755.
Bruce Pizzichillo Multi-layered, innovative sculptures at the Stein Glass
Gallery, 20 Milk, Portland . (Through
Sep 6.) Hours : Mon-Sat. 11-5:30 .
772-9072.
Walter Kuhn Callery Cape Neddick
Park, River Rd. D. Putnam Brinley. selected works and Bennard Perlman
paintings . (Through Sep 18.) Hours':
Wed-Sun. 10-4. 363-4139.
Suzanne Stohlman Black and white
photography through the summer at
Fretz & Young, City Center, Portland.
Hours: Mon-Fri, 10-6; Sat, 10-5.
761-4550.
New England Now Contemporary
works by New England artists at Walker
Art Museum, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, through Sap 4. Hours: TueSat, 10-8; Sun, 2-5. 725-3000.
Maine Hislorical Society 485
Congress, Portland. "Portland's Lost
Youth: sketches of Portland from before the fire of 1886 by Charles Q.
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues
through Oct 31. Hours: Tue-Fri, 9-5.
Thu until 7. 774-1822.

HEWLETT

You need it yesterday. We'll have it foryou tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.

SOLUfIONS
computer center

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Photo Finish
Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab

243 Falmouth Rood
Falmouth, Maine 04105

$5.00 OFF PURCHASE OF $50.00 OR MORE
A

Photo restorations
Black and white processing and printing
Internegatives/B&W prints from colored slides
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14K $89

Large Lobster
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14K $16-32

d. cole jewelers
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The Golden Unicorn
10 Exchange St, Portland 772-5119

Summer hours: Mon-Sot 10-9, Sun 12-5

Old Port,
Dos Locos offers a
varied Mexican menu, complete with appetizers,
full meals and a full bar, all at reasonable prices.
TAKE-OUT available.

physical stress include gum
chewing and poor posture. If
you frequently sit slouched
with your head in a forward
position, you are putting a lot
of stress on the muscles of your
jaw and neck.
If you have a TMJ disorder
there are many things that can
bedone. First, the source of your
problem needs to be established. If it is your posture, try
to do all of those things your
mother always yelled at you
about. Sit up straight, keep your
shoulders back and don't
slouch.
If you are clenching, just being
aware of the habit and trying to
avoid it may solve your problem. You should concentrate on
leaving a small space between
your upper and lower teeth and
placing the tip of your tongue
in a relaxed pOSition at the roof
Jaws:
of your mouth behind your
don't dream of sharks front teeth. If you are grinding
If you been suffering from, and clenching at night you
pain around the ear and face, or should contact your dentist. A
a clicking noise when you open night appliance that fits beor close your mouth, you may
be amongst the many who suffer from temporomandibular
joint (TMJ) disorders. This is
commonly known as the jaw
joint that enables you to open
and close your mouth.
The primary cause of TMJ
disorders is thought to be a
dysfunction of the chewing
muscles not properly coordinatingthemovementoftheTM
joints, thus causing muscle
Headaches are headaches, but
not everything that makes you
hurt above the shoulders is a
headache. Jaw and neck problems top the list of problems
which Bayer doesn't make commercials about.
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Aches in the head

muscle spasms and lead to a
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CLENCHED TEETH, STRAINED NECKS
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erly aligned bite can trigger

Located

sterling sAver $15
14K $34-59
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Lobster trap

Small Lobster
sterling silver $8

24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
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BEST MARGUERITAS IN TOWN

of mind.
Crisis intervention
information and
referral to all
social services,
telephone counseling.
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Copying old and faded photographs
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SPECIALIZING IN:

COMPANY

by Lisa Boyd

LUNCH MaN-SAT

DINNER EVERY NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK
92 Exchange St., Portland 775-6267 (77 LOCOS)
VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMARICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED

problem with your bite and you
weren't recently hit in the face
with a baseball bat, stress cannotbeoverlooked.No,thisdoes
not mean that the pain is all in
your head (although it may be
causing headaches) but there
are common habits that stress
can bring on. One very common habit is teeth clenching.
ThiS is done by biting down,
putting your back teeth together. Prolonged clenching
will tire out the muscles that
close your mouth, putting them
in spasm. Many people do this
throughout the day as well as
while they are sleeping. Could
you imagine doing push-ups
for 24 hours, how would your
shoulders feel?
A second stress habit that is
usually done while sleeping is
grinding the teeth (bruxism).
This, like clenching, will send
the jaw muscles into spasm.
These habits areassociated with
emotional stress but physical
stress can often trigger a TMJ
disorder. Habits that cause

forward posture with your chin
thrust forward and your head
tilted to one SIde over stretches
the soft tissues of the neck and
usually leads to strained
muscles.
Poor neck posture is not exclusivelya gardener's problem.
There is an increase in neck pain
complaints because gardening
is a seasonal activity but many
people have neck pain year
round. People with desk jobs
typically get "computer" neck
from poor posture over their
desk, computer, typewriter.
Bikers and those of you who
spend a lot of time in a car
probably contend with an occasional bout of neck pain.
The first step in battling neck
stress is to work on your posture. When standing, your head
should be centered directly
between your shoulders. Imagine someone is pulling upward
on a strand of hair in the middle
of your head. At the same time,
pinch your shoulder blades
together. Try to maintain this
posture of your neck while
working in the garden. You
could sit or squat while weedingand still maintain good neck
posture.
The second step to decrease
the stress on your neck is to
correct your sitting posture. The
most effective way to do this is
to correct the posture of your
low back by putting a small
pillow or towel roll in the small
of your back at the level of you
beltline. This restores the normal curve in your low back and
forces your head and shoulders
backwards, not allowing you
to slouch forward. If you have
to sit for long periods of time
take frequent breaks, stand up
and stretch backwards. You can
also stretch your neck by rolling your head around to trace a
circle.
And remember, if your problems persist, contact your doctor .

tween your teeth may be the
answer. If your problem is more
involved, your dentist may
refer you to an orthodontist to
correct the alignment of your
teeth or to an oral surgeon if the
TM joint has been damaged.
Remember, if you are suffering from a TMJ disorder there
are things that can be done to
correct the problem. Moist heat,
ice packs, facial massage, aspi- Lisa Boyd is a registered physical
rin will all make you more therapist who says that CBWs pubcomfortable, but they are treat- lisher used to be a real pain in the neck.
ing the symptoms not the
source of your pain.

Necks: sit up straight
Does your neck hurt after
hours of gardening? This is a
common complaint among
those with a green thumb that
spend hours tending to their
gardens with their eyes fixed to
the ground. Very often neck
pain does not appear for hours
or even days after a session in
the garden.
The head of an average adult
weighs 12 pounds. The neck
and shoulder muscles hold it
upright and control the movements and posture of the head.
Poor posture is the leading
cause of neck pain. The typical

Casco Bay Weekly

VON STERNBERG'S FILMS ON VIDEO

Master of the
silent screen
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The silentfilm era, from 1916 lution. The director, a revoluto 1928 was the richest in cin- tionary this general once imema history.
prisoned, recognizes him in an
The black-and-white photog- absurd plot device. The direcraphy, in historian Kevin tor gives him command of a
Brownlow's words, "glistened troop of extras in a battle scene.
and gleamed, lights and gauzes The general, seizing this "last
fused with magical effect until command," delivers an impasthe art of lighting reached its sioned plea to the mob at the
zenith. It was not merely the railroad station and collapses.
stories of the stars that gave It is an enormously faSCinating
magic to the silent screen. It character study told mostly in
was the patience, hard work, images that perfectly capture
tenacity and the skill of the si- the irony and tragedy of the
lent-film technician - the man situation.
who, in less than ten years, had
Von Sternberg, in one memodeveloped a craft and perfected rable sequence, follows Janan art."
nings as he moves through a
But you would never know mobof extras trying to assemble
that if you relied on home video. his uniform by going from
The home video catalog, with window to window (uniforms,
few exceptions, is filled with hats, swords) in the wardrobe
disgraceful reproductions of department. In Jannings' face
silent film classics: scratched, and in the circumstances reblotchy, fuzzy, torn prints, of- vealed by Von Sternberg'S
ten with scenes missing and camera, we know all there is to
usually reproduced at the know about who this Russian
wrong speed.
general was and what is to
So it is good news that Para- become of him.
mount Home Video, in celebration of its 75th anniversary, The flashbacks have a rush
has released a series of silent and excitement that capture a
country torn by revolution and
film videos, all in pristine conthe people caught up in it. The
ditron, each with a new score
scenes depicting the filming of
put together by Gaylord Carter the movie are done, as expected,
who also plays it on the with a knowing and sardonic
Wurlitzer organ. The organ,
eye.
recorded in digital sound, Although Von Sternberg
sounds terrific.
made "talkies," his greatest
Josef von Sternberg, one of achievements were in silent film
the great directors in the his- - an art form that emphasized
tory of film, is represented by what the eyes saw rather than
two of his finest films: "The what the ears heard (he never
Dock of New York" (1926) and did have a good ear for dia"The Last Command" (1928). logue). Sound films forced
"The Docks of New York" is narrative and realism upon
arguably Von Sternberg'S best him. This interrupted the pofilm. VonSternbergunderstood etic flow of his camera and
the visual medium as no one stifled his imagination,
before or after him. He created Three of Von Sternberg'S
a world unique to his vision by early sound films are on home
subduing the narrative for the video, all starring his discovemotional power of the image. ery, Marlene Dietrich. "The
He conjured brilliantly com- Blue Angel" (1930) turned her
posed images thatwereartfully into an international star. An
lit and conceived.
old professor (Jannings in anBut "The Docks of New York" other moving performance)
does something most Von falls in love with Lola-Lola who
Sternberg'S films do not. It ruins his life. The film was simakes you care about the char- multaneously shot in German
acters. Film historian Brown- and English (Video Yesterday
low, while acknowledging Von has the German version: Silver
Sternberg'S genius, has written Mine Video has the English
that Von Sternberg, especially version).
in his sound films, used charac- "Morocco" (1930, Kartes)
ters "merely to form patterns of finds an incredibly erotic Dietlight and shade."
rich as a cabaret Singer stuck in
Von Sternberg takes a ridicu- a Moroccan night spot. Wealthy
lous plot and turns it into pure Adolphe Menjou and Foreign
poetry. The film is filled with
Legionnaire Gary Cooper vie
images that stay with you long for her hand. "Blond Venus"
after the film ends: the camera (1932,MCA)isanothertriumph
moving through the deepest
regions of the ship's stokehole of style over content. Dietrich is
the wronged mother who will
looking like something out of
do anything to keep her child.
Dante's Inferno, the slow pan
The splendid MCA edition
moving across the faces at the
includes the censored opening
smoky waterfront bar.
sequence of Dietrich skinny"The Last Command" is andipping. Parts of this sound film
other stunning silent film. This have the visual intensity and
one tells the story of a refugee beauty of his silent films.
czarist Russian general (Emil
Jannings) who ends up as a
penniless Hollywood extra. He Joe Saltzman writes on media and
finds himself working on a music. He is chairman of the School of
at the University of Southmovie about the Russian revo- Journalism
ern California.

Individual Artist Fellowship
Program Six $2,000 fellowships to be
awarded to writers and visual artists .
Deadline, Sept 1. For more information,
call the Maine Arts Commission at
289-2724.
Union 01 Maine Visual ArUsts
business meeting Aug 26 at 7:30 pm .
All welcome. Maine Writers Center, 19D
Mason, BrunswiCk. For more information, call 666-8453.

Lightship Nantucket is berthed at
the SMVTI Campus in South Portland.
Open to the public Wed-Sun. 10 am-4
pm . The lightship will not be at SMVTI
on Aug 24-28. $3, $1.50 for children.
Chinese Ambassador The Honorable Han Xu will speak at the Portland
Club Aug 25 at noon. Luncheon lecture
on the "Economic Reforms in China"
and open forum dialogue. World Affairs
Council event. $30-$40. Reservations
required, 780-4551 .
Computer Graphics is the subject 0:
a talk being given by Wendy Richmond
at the Art Directors Club meeting on Aug
25 at 7 pm . Meeting held at Portland
School of Art's Baxter Building at 619
Congress St. For more information, cal
846-3714.
Au Pair In America has been bringing
young British and English-speaking Europeans between the ages of 18 and 25
to the U.S. to assist with childcare and
share in American family life. Fam ilies
pay fees averaging $160 per week which
covers airfare , orientation, supervision
by the Community Counselor, insurance
and pocket money . Families interested
in hosting an Au Pair this Sep through
this unique childcare/cultural exchange
program can contact Loren or Janice
Johnston at 766-2228 or write for an application to Au Pair in America, Dept. P34, 102 Greenwich Ave., Greenwich, CT.
06830.
Architectural Tour Aug 31, 11 am.
Tour of the Portland Museum of Art's
McLellan Sweat House. The tour is $2 in
addition to museum admission.
Mac Users Sep 1 at USM Portland.
Visitors welcome. First Thursday of the
month
Writers' Group Forming Sep 7, 7-9
pm . People'S Building, 155 Brackett,
Portland. For more information, call
772-3540.

August
organization which serves troubled
youths and their families, is seeking
volunteers to work three-hour shifts in
the office, performing general clerical
duties. Fast, accurate typing would be
helpful. For more information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015.
The Terford Shelter for the homeless in Brunswick is seeking volunteers
to work shifts at night (anytime from 5
pm to 9 am) . Duties include delegating
and supervising client chores; taking in
new clients and helping them adjust;
answering the phone; and ensuring the
safety of both the clients and the
shelter. On the job training . For more
information, call Caroline Kelsey or
Jennifer at 725-4871 .
Fall Fitne.s Programs at Lifeline.
Energy in Motion, Aquatic Fitness,
Aerobic Calisthenics, Walk/Jog, LowImpact Aerobic will be offered at a variety of times beginning Sep 19 at the
USM Portland campus . The registration
deadline for these fall activities is Sep
2. For more information, call 780-4170.
Rape Survivors Support Group
The Rape Crisis Center will offer a support group for women who have been
sexually assaulted . The ten-week
group will meet on Wednesday
evenings , 6-7:30 pm beginning on Sep
21. Child care is available. Call the
center at 774-3613 for more information
or write P.O. Box 1371 Portland, ME
04104.
Displaced Homemaker's Resource Center will be offering fall
programs in Assertiveness Training and
Career-Life Planning for women who
are experiencing major change in their
lives, such as returning to work or
school. Class sizes are limited. Preregistration required. All services are
free of charge. For more information,
call 773-3537 or 1-800-442-2092.
Enerjoy Aerobic classes at 10 different
locations throughout Greater Portland.
Classes ongoing . New sessions begin
Sep 12. $4 per class. For more information, 797-0484.
Danceworks Fitness Classes In
the Public Safety Building Gym, Portland. Classes include calisthenics,
choreographed dance and body sculpturing with free weights. Mon and Thu,
5:30-7 pm . $4 per class. For more information , call 846-6030.
The AIDS Project , 48 Deering, Portland, lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers,
caregivers and friends of PWAs. For
more information, call 774-6877.
Meditation for Women every Mon
at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest
Ave. Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more infonmation, contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at
773-2294.
Psychic Development Class at the
Portland Spiritual Church, 180 Sawyer,
S Portland. Every Friday at 7:30 pm .
Free . For more information, call
926-4580.
Aikido at Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception, 307 Congress, Portland.
Gain strength, Ilexibility, coordination ,
balance, relaxation and concentration.
Come observe a class. Free trial class.
Tue, Thu, and Sat. $40/month. For
more information, call Lifeline at
780-4170.

Sallboardlng for women Sep 3.
Women Outdoors organizes this day at
Sebego Lake. Beginning instruction .
Sailboard rental about $30 . For more information , call 883-5053.
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride every Thursday at 6 pm . 10-20 miles .
Meet at Pal's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough. After ride join the group for a
pizza. For more information, call 7991085.
Sea Kayak Les.on on the Royal
River, Yarmouth. Basic paddling techniques for the new paddler. Saturdays
through the summer. $10. Offered by
L.L. Bean . For more information, call
865-4761 x7800.
Introductory Canoe Lesson on
the Royal River, Yarmouth . L.L. Bean
offers a 2-hour session emphasizing
basic canoeing techniques every Sunday through the summer. $10. For more
infonmation, call 865-4761 x7800.

The Place
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091

by Mike Quinn

SUBS
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SPTV/Willard Beach Volleyball
Tournament at Willard Beach, S
Portland. Recreational, round robin, coed tournament. Players must be 18 or
older. Teams of six with two alternates.
Three men and three women on the
court at all times. Aug 27, 9 am-4 pm .
$35 per team to register. For more information, call South Portland Recreation at 797-7996.
Experienced horseback riders
can volunteer their time to help handicapped adults and children participate
in riding sessions. The Leisure Center
for the Handicapped has set up riding
sessions for their clients on Thu and
Fri , 9-11 am. For more information, call
Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015.
Timed Autoslolom Aug 28 at Old
Orchard Beach High School. "Media
Motorsport Challenge." All are invited to
participate; helmets and seat belts are
required . Admission is $8 . For more information, call 364-4894.
Basketball at Riverton Community
Center, 1600 Forest, Portland . Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1.50 residents,
$2.50 non-residents. For more infonmation, call 775-5451 x300.
Volleyball at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett, Portland. Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1.50 residents,
$2.50 non-residents.For more information, call 775-5451 x300.

Playground training

FRIED DINNERS
PASTA DINNERS

~;2~~~~ A recent tour of the Portland
~

playgrounds reaffirmed a longstanding belief that it is exactly
in these public arenas where
confidence
in a sport is born
COLD DRINKS
and nourished.
Ask a professional athlete or
your car mechanic what their
most memorable sports moment was, and chances are they
TAKE-OUT
will both say it occurred on their
neighborhood field. Great plays
are made on national television
but the greatest ones transpire
on the local playground. It's a
snap to play in front of 50 million viewers when you' ve
Buy any pizza
grown up trying to impress
from our regular
your five best buddies on Mulmenu at the
regular price, get
berry Street.
the second one tree
The flip side of this comradewith this coupon.
ship
is the sideline, usually by
Limit 1 coupon
choice,
rarely from lack of an
per customer
invitation. It is regrettable when
a young star does not develop a
confident competitive edge, a
I _Offer
9/15/88
L
_ _expires
___
__ _
quality he or she will rely on
forever - in sports and in life.
The individual sport itself is
..._-r-.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _-, not critical. It could be baseball,
basketball, football, soccer,
marbles or tiddlywinks. What
is vital, is tha t a kid thinks he or
she is good enough to perform
in front of peers, giving an
unadulterated all-out yet relaxed effort. A healthy attitude
is far more important than a
technical understanding of a
sport. A lot of us grow up and
never quite understand all the
rules. Umpires and referees are
perfect examples of this phenomena.
~--------1

: BUYl
GETl

FREE

...
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Looking for a pet? If you are planning to get a new pet, call or visit the
Animal Refuge League. 449 Stroudwater, Westbrook. Puppies, kittens, dogs
and cats of all sizes. colors and ages.
Open 9 am-4 pm, Men-Sat. The Animal
Refuge League also offers a meeting
room and educational programs for
area schools, 4H Clubs, Scouts, dog
clubs, and community and animal reNursing Shortage Public Hearing on
lated organizations. For more informaAug 31 at 10 am . Portland City Hall
tion, call 854-9771 .
Council Chambers . Senator George
First Step Educational Daycare
Mitchell anending.
in South Freeport is looking for volunR.N. Update Program at Mercy hosteers to assist with the infant to fiveCanoe tours of Scarborough Marsh,
pital, designed to help alleviate the
year-old children in their care. If rocking
Black Point Rd, Scarborough. Aug 25.
nurse shortage, will begin on Sep 13.
and reading to children is your interest
9:30-11 am and 6-7:30 pm: Aug 26 (full
The eight-week course was developed
and you have four hours a day to spare,
moon), 3-4 :30 pm and 8:30-10 pm; Aug
to help prepare registered nurses who
call Jacky at 665-1011 .
27, 9:30-11 am ; Aug 30, 6-7:30 pm ;
have been inactive in acute care nursFlicks lor kids at the Portland Public
Aug 31, 6-7:30 pm ; Sep 1, 9:30-11 am
ing to re-enter the work setting. For
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
and 6-7:30 pm ; Sep 2, 3-4 :30 pm ; Sep
more information, call Becky Ryder,
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am.
3.9 :30-11 am . For more information ,
R.N.• at 879-3259.
call 883-5100.
Free . For more information , call
Downtown Planning FOnimSep 1.
Horseback Riding Weekend for
773-4761.
4-6 pm at the Portland Public Library.
Children's stories at the Portland
women with New Routes. Aug 26-28.
The topic of this discussion is art and
Dover-Foxcroft region . Pre-registration
Observatory on Munjoy Hill every
culture. Packets are available at City
is required . 729-7900.
Wednesday at 1 pm. Sponsored by the
Hall. 775-5451 , room 211.
Bicycle Isleboro Aug 27. A moderate
Enchanted Forest Bookstore and read
Relugee Resettlement Program
by Kathy Shechan. Free with admission
20 mile day ride exploring the scenic
has seen as many refugees arrive in ' harbors and coves of the Penobscot
to the Observatory, $4 adults, 35 cents
the last two months as in the previous
for children.
Bay island. Group size limited to ten.
six months. The agency is in desperate
Children's Workshops at ChilSierra Club. 761-4088. Registration
need of sponsors to help ease their
dren's Museum, 746 Stevens, Portland.
fees; $2 members, $3 non-members.
transition into American life. Furnisn
Ferry fees extra.
Collage, texture, graphics, printing ,
basic needs such as housing . food,
Sea Kayaking Trip from Harpswell
sculpture in wood, puppet making , abtransportation , moral support and guidstract painting, t-shirt design, kite
for women. Aug 31 with New Routes.
ance until these newest Americans bemaking and origami. Weds in July and
Advance registration required. For more
come self-sufficient (usually one or two
I Aug . Preschoolers, 10-11am. School
information. call 729-7900.
weeks). For infonmation. call the Center
State 01 Maine Certified Hunter
age children, 2-3 pm . ResevatlOns
of Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Safety Course will be offered at the
reqUired, 797-5483.
Peace Vigil every Wed at noon. Mon Dino Den at Children'S Museum, 746
L.L. Bean Casco St Conference Center
ument Square, Portland.
Stevens , Portland. Hands-on learning
in Freeport. Four Wed evenings beginabout dinosaurs. For more information.
ning Aug 31, 7-9:30 pm . Topics to be
covered include arms and archery, surcall 797-5483.
Land 01 Giants at the Pine Tree
vival and first aid, game care and
wildlife identification . To register, call
Shopping Center, Brighton Ave, Port·
865-4761 x 7800.
land. Children's Museum's dinosaur exTable Rock and the Baldplate.
hibit through Sept 11.
Sep 3. An 8-mile round-trip day hike
Star Gazing for all ages at Southworth
with the Sierra Club . Hike begins in
Planetarium, 96 Falmouth, Portland.
Grofton Notch. Group size is limited.
Wed, Fri and Sun at 7:30 pm. Special
For more information, call 562-9278.
shows for groups can be arranged .
$2.50 adulV$I .50 child. For more inforYouth Alternatives, a non-profit
mation, call 780-4249 .
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PREPARING FOR THE GAME OF LIFE

Photography Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

37 Ocean Street
South Portland, Maine 04106
767"2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
Portland, Maine 04101
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

Prizm
transluscent
color gloss
with this ad
Expires September 8th

Unfortunately, some of us
didn't have the playground
athletic weaning. We were
never chosen for a pick-up
game at Reiche School, the
Eastern Prom, Deering Oaks,
Riverton and other shoe-string
catch, corner jump shot, statue
of liberty, penalty kick kind of
places, The danger which exists if one doesn't participate in
these sand boxes of sweat is
thatwhen it comes time to playing the respective game la ter in
life- in high school, recreational
leagues, company picnics etc.,
the intimidation factor will be
there. Transla ted this means "I
can't do it because I've never
been able to do it."
Sports should be fun. A sad
fact is that for most people,
being inept at a participation
sport is no fun, period. It doesn't
have tobe that way, but it often
is.
Winning is not the only thing.
Sorry, Vince Lombardi, but the
more practical view at the playground is, it's not whether you
win or lose but how you play
the game. During the fun practices and games, training hard,
knowing you could do it and
then executing an athletic skill
is at first a hurdle but eventually a joy.

Accordingly, when your son
or dau ghter, little brother or
little sister, niece or nephew,
grandson or granddaughter
request permission to "go up to
the grounds," or "book for the
courts" or "bike down to the
diamond," consider saying yes
as often as it is safe or prudent
to do so.
Playground competition is
made of sterner stuff. Are participants guaranteed of becoming All-City, All-State or AllPro? No, of course not. However, "Playground All-Americans" are those souls who do
not shy away from a challenge,
who are not afraid of trying a
new game (or getting better at
an old one) and who always
give 100 percent.
Being picked first or last for
these playground affairs is
immaterial. Showing up and
being picked somewhere is
everything. Reminiscent of the
famous Sinatra line "If I can
make it there, I'll make it anywhere" certainly does not apply to the ball fields and courts
on your streets of Portland,
Maine. The positive philosophy
of playground sports is healthy
as well as contagious. Try it.
You'll like it.
Michael Quinn is a free-lance writer
in Portland with fond memories of
chicken wire fences for area playgrounds. Some say he flew the coop a
long time ago.
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person 0 person
CLASSIFIED POLICY
II's easy to reach the
many readers of caw
with your classified adl
Here's how: (1) Mail your
ad; (2) Drop your ad olf in
person; or (3) Phone your
ad in to our Classified
HotLine: 772.6672,
using your Visa or Mastercard. All classified ads
must be paid for in ad-

vance.
Consult our Classified
Rates to determine the
total cost of your ad. If
you derive regu lar income
from th e subject(s) 01 your
classifi ed ad(s ), you are
considered a 'Business'
entity for the purposes of
determining your ad rate.
'Found' items are published free as a public
servi ce.
Deadline for all types
of classified advertising is
Monday at Noon for the
following Thursday's edition . Ads received alter
the deadline will run starting With the next Issue.
caw will not pri nt lull
names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the
' Person to Person' category. Those advertising
under this heading must
ei ther provide a Post Office Box number in their ad
or use the CBW Box
Service. All Information
pertain ing to 'Person to
Person' adv ertisers and
resp ond ents is kept
strictly conlidential.
CBW Box Service is
offered especially for the
convenience and confidentiality of advertisers in
our ' Person to Person '
and ' Employment" categories but is available to
other advertisers as well.
Responses to caw boxholders are usually forwarded within 48 hours.
Casco aay Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit ads.
CBW shall not be liable for

1

I.

..
I .

-il

errors or omissions in, or a

failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it
may be re sponsible,
beyond actual space
occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or
failure to insert occurred.
Classified ads are not refundable.

PROUD OF PEAKS? You
can help two real people find
a home in the real Maine!
Two quiet non-smokers
looking for affordable Peaks
Island winter rental . We are
responsible and flexible .
Call Monte at 775~ 1.

$ We Buy Good
Used Books $

•

Call 775-3233
1-4 pm, Mon-Sat

TUESDAY, 8123. You : on
Pine St entering West Side
cafe ; dark slacks, white
shirt, tie, carrying Adweek.
Me' Levi's, navy long-sleeve
Shirt ; carrying pizza box .
Let's meet, talk ad biz, be
friends. Please reply to CBW
Box #111 . Thanks!

SINGLE FATHER 44,
would like to meet a caring
lady over 30 for dinner dates,
talking , companionship and
possibly more.
Porlland
area . Please respond to
CBW#110.

RESPONSES to Person to
Person advertisers using
I
GF, 44 seeks well rounded, CBW Box Service should be
grounded woman to share sent to : Casco Bay Weekly,
life, love , happiness. Be
,187 Clark
ACTIVISTS Work for the MANAGING DIRECTOR open, be real, be you. Port- CBW Box #
Street, Portland, Maine
statewide campaign to stop for a Portland theatre com- land area. Reply to : Boxtoxic waste. Maine People's pany . Writing and book- holder, P.O. Box 1045, 04102 . Your letter will be
forwarded , unopened, to the
Allicance needs socially keeping skills a plus. Ability Westbrook, ME 04092.
boxholder within 48 hours!
conscious individuals to join to take charge necessary.
its staff. $170-$230IWeek. Volunteer position , 5-15
Call 761 -4400 after lOam. hourslWeek. May work into
(8-25)
stipended position.
Call
Mary Ellen O'Hara at 780CAPE ELIZABETH Inde- LIKE THE OLD PORT?
4089.
WE CAN HELP YOU PAY
pendent professional M + F You'll love this bright ,
seek 1 for super 3BR home. modern 2BR condo in historic
YOUR BILLS!! By working
Convenient location. Lots of building! Easygoing M or F,
for Manpower you can obtain
the extra cash to make ends EMPLOYERS There is an space. $330/month includes 18-28 invited to share it with
meet. All kinds of work alternative . Advertise your all. Available Sept. 1. Call 23 year old prof. male tenant.
$340 + reasonable utilities .
available. Call us for info. ope nings In Casco Bay 799-4551 .
Available Sept 1. Call 761 Manpower Temporary Ser- Weekly. The response you
vices 774-8258.
get may surprise you!
WE NEED 2 PEOPLE to 7016, leave message.
share a house in North
Deering . $300/month each 1·2 ROOMS FOR RENT
plus 1/4 utilities. Available to male in Gorham Villag e
mid-Septmenber. Call Rich home. Full house privileges.
or Julie, 773-8117 after 5 $280/month plus security
Join The Front-Runner Of Staffiag Agencies.
pm.
deposit. 839-3401.

19 i,l.] [I)'J i t9 il _

roomma es

Choose Assignmenls In:
Hospttols • Nursing Homes. Psychiatric Nursing.
Doctor's Offices. Industrial Nursing. Homes For
Physically ond Menlolly Challenged . Pnvote Duly

For Information Call:
NH 1·600.035-6007
ME 1-800-635-2444
100 Commercial St.
POfIlond. ME 04101

Nursing

rtItIV.,.
Network

ome services
CLEANING Professional
woman seeks apt/house
cleaning job. Impeccable
references. Please call 7730542 and leave message.
WALLPAPERING New to
Portland area. Graduate of
United States School of
Professional Paperhangers.
Free estimates. Call Brian
Chadderton, 874-6688, So.
Portland.

AIRLINE TICKET One- TRACTOR·FEED 81 /2' x
way from Boston to Los An - 11 ' heavy computer paper .
geles for September 1, 1988. 2,500 sheets, $30. l' and 1
$120 .
Call 871-7054 112' Avery labels also for
evenings.
sale. Call 761 -7016, leave
message.
DINING ROOM SET
Nice hardwood table, recently refinished wi 5 newly
upholstered chairs and low
buffet. $200. Call Bill or
Yolanda at 773-1999.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Safe prompt, reasonable
rates, free estimates in CATFISH, COD, carpets,
Portland Area: call 767- candles, concert tickets,
cars, and canaries ... if
0873 .
you've got it, we can sell it.
PAINTING We make it last Call 772-6672 to place your
and look better. Professional classified , or send it to
quality, competitive pricing Casco Bay Weekly, 187
along with
15 years Clark St., Portland, ME
experience. Commercial and 04102.
residential painting. Free
estimates. Call anytime 7733720.

caw

TALL SINGLE MAN 46,
would like to meet caring
woman in the PorUand area
for
movie dates, companionship , etc. Please
write P.O. Box 3615, Ponland, ME 04104.

KEY PUNCHY
Key punchy is the way we feel by the
time Casco Bay Weekly hits the streets.
We crea ted this week's puzzle (a cryptogram) by touch-typing our message on
an inverted keyboard.
Can you figure it out?

CBW PERSON TO PERSON cJassifieds are a safe,
confidential way to get in
touch with the kind of person
you want to meet. So be
daring, be creative, be simple, be honest. Be whatever
you want, but be a Person to
Person person and you won't
be alone.

BOMB SHELTER? 5 gallons of Poland Spring water.
Cooler-type container, $10
Call 761 -7016.
EPSON EQUITY I IBM
compatible, 2 internal disc
drives, 256K, mono key board, Amdek amber monitor. Brother 15XL letter
quality printer wi tractor
feed . Word Perfect. All
little-used. $1,500. or best
offer. Call Gary 775-6601
evenings.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate at Alberta's init for you (first prize).
Or tickets for two for a cruise on the
Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
If we receive more than one correct
entry, prize winners will be selected
from among the correct entries by a
random drawing. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in
a four-week span, and only one entry
per contestant.

NEAR ART MUSEUM
Private room, private bath,
private entrance . Share
kitchen . Adult female preferred. $65lWeek All utilities.
Inquire at Bookstore, 112
High Street, 1-4 pm Monday
Ihru Friday.
WEST SIDE Writerl artist
seeks 2 independent, responsible women to share 6rrn apt. $190+ 1/3 elec. Heat
incl. Hdwd floors. Avail Sept
1. 772-2158, leave mes-

QUALITY. EFFICIENCY. DESIGN
Foss Hill East
East Benton

All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
must be received by noon Wednesday,
Aug. 31. The solution to this week's
Real Puzzle will appear in the September 8 issue of Casco BayWeekly. Send
your best guess to:

MAYTAG
WASHER
White, miDt condition, $300.
Call Bill or Yolanda at 7731999.
MOBILE HOME 1975, 14'
x 70', 2BR. Must be moved.
Excellent quality interior.
Butcher block bar and '
counter top. Dining room
with U-shaped kitchen, double wall oven, counter-top
stove, fully applianced. Full
bath wi double sinks. Master
bedroom has double sliding
glass doors and door to
bathroom. Sliders leading to
deck, front screened porch
and wood shed. Pitched roof
and new tilt-out vinyl windows. Best offer over
$16,000. Call O.O.B. 9345378.

REAL

The Real Puzzle *13
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St
Portland, ME 04102

classified
ad form

animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found

roommates

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
far rent. vacation
for ~al e • commercial
for sale. resk'ontial

no Ices

~
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PLACE YOUR NOTICE
on our classified pages and
reach the 40,000 people who
read Casco Bay Weeklyl
Call CBW'. ' :Ia.slfled
Hotline:
72-6672 and
use your V,st! or Mastercardl
Just say ·Charge It!·

musIc
GUITAR OF THE GODS
Magnificent Martin 0-28 ,
1973, most splendid of
earthly objects . $800. with
Bic Papermate-blue hard
shell case. Call 761-4556.

MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classified,s in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new 'band-aid:

IjJi(~nH,ljfJ
HOLDING AUDITIONS?
A class ified in CBW will
attract the talent you seek.

773·1196

stulf for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales
REAL ESTATE
CATEGORIES

$40 FREE
MERCHANDISE
...just for saying 'yes" to a
gift & toy party I Higher
earnings for higher sales.
Ghos t parties welcome.
797·6397

1[{liilli!!.
PIANO
&
ORGAN
Lessons. Popular, classical.
Theory , chords.
Alfred
Bastien, Schaum, Thompson
and other courses. All ages
welcome .
Experienced
teacher planning fall schedule. Rachel Bennett, 108
Spruce St, Portland. 7749597.

r;wHiX!_

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
4S-6Owords
Each aden word
CBW Box Service

INNER HARVEST Six
Day Residential Retreat for
Sacred Inner Work. For
those committed to the inner
journey and its expression in
the world. September 23-28,
1988. Dwinell & Hall, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth ,
Maine 04107.
A NO·PAIN, all-gain , allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
claSSified. It's simple, cheap
and effective.

HOLISTIC BODYWORK
A gift for life. Enjoy session
or series of Hellerwork, a
bodywork system designed
to release patterns of physical & emotional holding and
to re-align the body . Break
cycle of stressl tension/disease and enhance vitality,
awareness & wellbeing in
life .
Contact Certified
Hellerwork Practitioners
Darcey Byrne or Harry
Tweedie for more information
856-6490.

(All Charges Per W_k)
lnci.tidJaJ
Business
$ 5.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 9.00
$ 9.00
$1 t.OO
$ .t5
$ .21
$3.00
$ 5.00

CAMERO,
T.BIRD,
Mazda, Buick ... selling your
car? CBW can do it!

1'1]',9 ill&1 ~flii iIt9ilD
13 ATLANTIC STREET
1 Bedroom, living room , eatin kitchen, heat, utilities, offstreet parking. Single occupancy $450 ; double occupancy $500 Security deposit. No pets. 774-4510.

MAINELY FRIENDS A
very affordable match making service, for all people.
We olfer low prices and high
quality service. For more in- CLASSIFIEDS THAT
formation write to POB 251 , WORK. That's what you get
Augusta, Maine 04330.
in Casco Bay Weekly.

PEAKS IS. WANTED
Two quiet non-smOking
professionals looking for
affordable Peaks Island
winter rental. Can move in
any time that's good for you .
Monte at 775-6601 .
LANDLORDS: List your
rentals with CBW, 772-6672.
List three, get one freel

-r.1.

IDE'~ OF

t1" IS

LISTS OF KNow-

LED'€': KINDS OF DOGS, Wfto ARe: ntE'
Pfl.€StDENTS, FAKt€$T MONSTeR-S, MoST
IfoIr<rte:5T1NG 1\4INGS Tll ('~T'H ON FIRE,
,.,ND W~/li THIN6~ VlDV~D lH TilE" Wol!tDeST
IN Yov~ BEDR.oOM AT NtGfH IF Tl-\flj

And please, be neat!
Message___________________________________________________

SUDD.NL~

J""sr

STAltTe:D

(O~ING ib ~IFE" ~

FALMOUTH:
COMPLETELY RENOVATED
3.BEDROOM CAPE
2 baths, large garage. 3 minutes to Turnpike.
20 minutes to Northgate .
$129,900.
Call 797-5887

Pi

/LMcCANN
REALTY
..
COWERS

~

ltHE

/;;; ~ OF M

Number of Weeks You Want Ad Run
Total Enclosed
And Don't Forget My
Free Week(s)!
Enclosed is my
I'm using

x

=

_ Check
_ Money Order
MastercardlVisa (Circle One)

#___________________________ Exp. Date _ _ __

Name,_____________________________________________________

THEiU'S ONE

Ct-\/lPTE~ CA~lED

··Wrll(.H IS mE

THe I>"O$T ex CIT IN6 F€ATUR€ OF TIle 8001'1

~" ITS SoR.T Of A CONTEST OF

~0\j6t\ IS (Ai-LCD: T\jE 6AI<THS MaH (oM-

Awfvl.

PL(TE 1.-1;\ LONGeST ~IH IN THE GA~A)<'1 ,..."'0
V/'JI'oJERse:, Of A~~ "IME. IT Tvl<./J~ OVT TO

SITUATioN> .

/

1U,T BE THE ~ISf of A~!:!n\IN(,/ ON~'j NVrr'o-

~6P.EDJ SO

B':l11-if

END YOIA (AN JELL

EX'..... c.TL!:j How MAN
Address,___________________________________________________
City____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ State,_ _ _ _ _ _ Zip._ _ _ __
Daytime Phone Number_________________________________________
Complete this form and mail or deliver to:
Classilled Department
Casco Bay Weekly
t 87 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

_

NE

Total Words, _____
Basic Rate
+
Extra Words at _ _ ~ Each =
CBW Box Service
Subtotal

1984 FORD ESCORT·L
Wagon, 5-spd, AlC, AMIFM,
hitch, new radial snows,
power brakes, 56,700 hiway
miles . Excellently maintained. Call 773-0542 , leave
message.
t976 DODGE ASPEN
Good condition . Asking
$700 or best offer. Must sell.
Call 767-2229 after 5 pm for
more details.

MAIN~!I,

caw Classified Policy before completing this form.

Preferred Category

NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?
Call Richard Nest, T.B. of
ME. 773-2718. Stickered,
warrantied, some financing,
$1,500. to $2,500. '80's'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for
Richard Nesl.

#11

ernie RQplrs comeek

MONEY SAVING OFFER!
Prepay your caw Classified for three weeks and receive a fourth week FREE!
(Multiple-week advertisers get one free week for each three weeks pre-paid.) Indicate
your free weeks on the Classified Ad Form or when you call.
Please read the

PUZZLE

The "mbu" in the postmark
wasn't from Timbuktu (Mali) or
Bujumbura (Burundi). And the
"ta" wasn't from Bogata (Columbia).
The "Note-worthy" letter was
from Thimbu, Bhutan.
The three-ngultrum ainnail disc
is part of a multi-colored set. The
Scott Catalogue, which frowns on
stamps designed to exploit the
philately market, doesn't feel the
stampS are for regular postal use.
Not too many people have been
to Bhutan, it seems. But a few of
you were able to decipher the postmark. The Alberta's gift certificate
goes to Gonnan Corbett of Portland. The Longfellow Cruise tickets go to Ralph Smith of Portland.

l

musical instruments, etc.
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board

Greg Roberts
207-426-9118

SOLUTION TO

NOTE: If you derive regular income from the subject(s) of your classified ad(s),
please use the Business Rate.

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

BEAUTIFUL NEW CONTEMPORARY
home in a nice central Maine location.
This home is fin ished in select
mahogany inside and out. Amenities
include four bedrooms, two baths, two
car garage, spiral staircase, hardwood
floors, and four decks with spectacular
50-mile viewsl Only nine miles from
Waterville, this secluded 1.5 acre
homesite could be yours. Call for a
prjvate showing today.

-

.

Nurses - Nurses' Aides

Check here if you will let us read your CBWPerson to Person ad on WMGX.
Magic 93 FM, (No names will be used - only box numbers).

---------------------------~

23

McCann
Realty's 6 local
offices are located
in the heart of Maine.
And McCann people service
the real estate needs of the people
who live there. 2 offices in Portland.

WE OFFER:
• MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES
• FREE PROPERTY MARKET ANALYSIS
• ERA HOME PROTECTION PLAN

Finding it
impossible to
stand out
amidst
60 pages of
Sunday
classifieds

???
Avoid
the clutter
with
Casco
Bay
Weekly

...'"
Display
Classified:
Lew Bedell
772·6672
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Sierra Club Wildl.~
I.e Calendar

Sierra Club Trail Calen~1989
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Random~"'---______
House (!iJfl

Publications from $5.95 to $8.95
• I
_, I

, 1.
,

located in the Maine Mall • 775·5955
,
IT'

We stock a full selection of newspapers and magazines.
All 30 fiction and non-fiction hardcovers on
The New York Times Bestseller List 25% off.
II •'

,

Large selection of sale books
,

